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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING A'ITORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
1": JI r: 'l ; ~,_ t_ L 
2008 HAY 30 AM 9: II 
MARS A GRIMMETT 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
OEPUTY~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES 
DOB: 
SSN: 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008- ~ 'is 0 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this 30th day of May 2008, Kristina M. Schindele, 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State ofldaho, who, being first duly sworn, 
complains and says: RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, on or about the 22nd dayofMay 2008, in the County 
ofElmore, State ofIdaho, then and there being, did then and there commit the crime ofRAPE, n Counts, 
felonies, said crimes being committed as follows, to-wit: 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 1 
003 
COUNT I 
RAPE 
Felony, I.C. § 18-6101(3) 
That the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, on or about the 22nd day of May 2008, in the 
CountyofE1more, State ofIdaho, did penettate the vaginal opening of Audra Shipp, a female person, with 
his penis, where Ms. resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force and violence in that Ms. Shipp 
said no, the Defendantnmoved ha' clothing, pushed ha' down, climbed on top ofha' and inserted his penis 
into hervagina and continued to have sexual inten:oursewith Ms. Shipp overha' objections, in violatlM 
ofI.C. § 18-6101(3). 
COUNTD 
RAPE 
Felony, I.C. § 18-6101(3) 
That the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, on or about the 28th day of May 2008, in the 
County ofElmore, StateofIdaho, did penettate the vaginal opening of Audra Shipp, a female person, with 
his penis, where Ms. Shipp resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force and violence in that Ms. 
Shipp said ''no not again", the Defendant removed ha'pants and undawear and inserted his penis into her 
vagina and had sexual intercourse with her, in violation ofI.C. § 18-6101(3). 
All of which is conttaryto the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, be brought 
before the Court to be dealt with according to law. 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 2 
004 
./ . 
DATED This 30th day of May 2008. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 30th day of May 2008. 
~Clr;j JUDO~ING 
COMPLAINT - CRIM1NAL - Page 3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TiE I L E 1r 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIU COUNTY OF ELMORE . 1;,,,1 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
2001 HAY 30 Aft 9a 21 cueNO.CR-;)~-~ll~O 
Plaiatiff', 
Derendant, 
~AiJ G RHETT 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
NOCONTACTORD"PUTY~ 
(CrfmJDaI) 
The above-entitled matter havina come before the Court, and good cause appearing, 
I'LIi.IIIREJl'l~OJU)DEJltbat the abgvc~DIIIWlDcfeudaDt sbaIl ... contaoa.. or aJomPl to cpnW:t. ~ follow.. 
communicate with or knowingly remain within one hundred (100) feet of : ~\...\Qit., ~~ . 
"Contact" means, but is not limited to contact in person. tbrou.gb dDn:I persons. by telephone or facsimile, in writing, by email or 
other electronic means, or knowingly remaining within the diJt:anc.limit set forth abgve. 
ExceptioDs • the Defendant may have contact for the following reasons under the following conditions: 
~ 
[ ] 
[ J [ 1 
[ ] 
None. 
to contact by telephone between • _,m. and • _,m. on ________ ~ 
for the following purpose: __ .,.,.-___________________ -' 
to participate in counseling or mediation; 
to meet with or through attorneys and I or during legal proceedings; 
to respond to emeraencies involvina the natural or adopted children of both parties; 
~-----------------------------------------------
IT IS FUR.TBER ORDERED that the above-named Defendant shall not go within three bundred (300) yards of the 
above-named person's residence or workplace as follows! 
Workplace Addresa 
Acknowledged and Received on the above date: ~lud ... 
Defendant 
NO CONTACT ORDER· I 
nnfl 
,f;.J . 
• ... KRISTINA M .......... &J~ ...... 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East r.- 'I F -, " I - ,~-, .... 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 (EXT 503) 
FACSIMILE: (208) 587-2147 
lS.B. No. 6090 
2008 JUl -2 PH as 03 
~.J .. f,~A Gkli1t1t: j I 
CLERK '!f ,{HE COURT 
DEPUT~I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff: 
vs. 
RUSSELL O. JONES, 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS.: 
COUNTY OF ELMORE ) 
) 
) 
) CASE NO: CR-2008-00024S0 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
) OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
) 
1. Your Affiant is Kristina M. Schindele, Elmore County ProsecutingAttomey. There is an ongoiog 
criminal case concerning RUSSELL O. JONES. for the possible charge of RAPE; 
2. This ongoing iovestigation requires procurement of those documents listed in the requested 
subpoena duces tecum, a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated herein; 
3. The documents sought to be produced are needed the ongoing investigation because: it is 
necessary to prove the extent the victim was injured by the above-named defendant; 
4. The State has made reasonable efforts to obtain these documents, to-wit: our office was infonned 
that no records could be released without a subpoena; and 
5. There is no other means by which these records may be obtained. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
3 
DATED ~OO8 
AM. SCHlNDELE 
ECUTING A TIORNEY 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this at day of ~8. 
(2;..,( ~.c== 
NOTAllY P  OF IDAHO 
Residing at Mountain Home, ID 
Commission Expires:7-10-2010 
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nno 
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IN THE DISTRI T OF THE FOURTH OF THE 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Russell George Jones 
P.O. Box 24 
Star, 10 83669 
Defendant. 
DL: 
Judicial District Court, State 
in and For the County of Elmore 
150 South 4th East, Suite #5 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3095 FILEd 
2.DEC 18 PM 3111 ) ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2008-0002450 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Russell George Jones, and it appearing to be a proper 
case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appOinted through the: 
Public Defender's Office 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home 10 83647 
Public Defender for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Russell George Jones, In aI/ proceedings in the above entitled 
case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cost 
of court appointed counsel. 
DATED This 18th day of December, 2008. 
Copies to: 
~fender 
... ;;;.....;~,Prosecutor --
Order Appointing Public Oefender 
Judge 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 2009 JAN 27 PH 5: 00 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
SSN:  
DOB:  
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-0002450 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT 
TO ANSWER 
ON THE 23rd day of January 2009, at the hour ofl 0:30 AM, the Defendant appeared before the 
undersigned Magistrate with Van Bishop, Attorney at Law, his attorneyofrecord, this being the time and 
place set for the preliminary examination herein. The State ofIdaho was represented by Kristina M. 
Schindele, Prosecuting Attomey in and for the County ofElmore, StateofIdaho. The Defendant waived 
. 
the reading of the Complaint on file herein. The Defendant was advised of the right to a preliminary 
examination, the nature of which was explained to the Defendant. The Defendant thereupon had his 
preliminary examination. 
The Court, being fully advised in the premises, finds that the crimes of. RAPE, n Counts, felonies, 
as set forth iii tIle mrormanoiion file Iierem, Mve oeen commifted in Elmore COUnty, State offdallo,·ana-
INFORMATION - Page 3 , ()RIGI/Vl.L 
015 
.. 
that there is sufficient cause to believe that the Defendant committed said crimes. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Defendant be and hereby is held to answer to the 
charges as set forth in the Information on file herein, before a District Judge in the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That Defendant's bond remain as previously set. 
DATED This ~y of January 2009. 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587·2144 ext 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587·2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
2089 JAN 27 PH 5: 00 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
SSN: 
DOB: 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR·2008·0002450 
INFORMATION 
KristinaM. Schindele,ProsecutingAttomeyinandfortheCountyofElmore,StateofIdaho, who, 
in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person, comes now 
before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that the Defendant is accused by this 
Information of the aimes of: RAPE, n Counts, felonies, upon which charges the said Defendant, having 
duly appeared before a Magistrate on the 23rd day of January 2009, and then and there having had his 
preliminary examination upon said charges, was, by said Magistrate, thereupon held to answer before the 
Disttict Judge of the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, in and for the County ofElmore, to said 
INFORMATION - Page 1 ORIGINAL 
fi1., 
charges, which crimes were committed as follows: 
COUNT I 
RAPE 
Felony, I.C. § 18-6101(3) 
That the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, on or about the 22nd dayofMay2008, in the 
County ofElmore, Stateofidaho, did penetrate the vaginal opalina of AudraShipp, a female person, with 
his penis, where Ms. Shipp resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force and violence in that Ms. 
Shipp said no, the Defendant removed her clothing. pushed her down, climbed on topofherand inserted 
his penis into hervagina and continuedto have sexual interCourse With Ms. Shipp over berobjections, iii 
violation ofI.C. § 18-6101(3). 
COUNTn 
RAPE 
Felony, I.C. § 18-6101(3) 
That the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, on or about the 28th day of May 2008, in the 
County ofElmore, State ofIdaho, did penetrate the vaginal opening of Audra Shipp, a female person, with 
his penis, where Ms. Shipp resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force and violence in that Ms. 
Shipp said ''no not again", tbeDefendantremovedherpants and underwear and inserted his penis into her 
vagina and had sexual intercourse with her, in violation ofI.C. § 18-6101(3). 
All ofwhicl1 is contrary to the form of tile statute in such case made and provided and against the 
peace and dignity of the State ofIdaho. 
DATED This 27th day of January 2009. 
ATTORNEY 
INFORMA nON - Page 2 
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VAN G. BISHOP, ISB No. 2740 
RA TLIFF LAW OmCES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CLERKOF~~T 
DEPUTY ~() . 
IN THE DISTRICT COUkT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, . 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
PURSUANT TO RULE 25, 
I.C.R. 
COMES NOW the Defendant, RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, and by and through his 
attorney of record Van O. Bishop, ofRAlLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD., and moves this Court to 
disqualify Honorable Michael E. Wetherell as District Judge in the above captioned matter pursuant 
to Rule 25, Idaho Criminal Rules • 
. :,. :' .. .. ~.: :.,:.~/;,;, .J . 0·:~i)~~ii!ti;ffij~r~:i~;·~~ ·6fjiiri~; 2009 .. :,,' "' . 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
' . OR\G\NAL 
MOTION TO DISQALIFY PURSUANT TO RULE 25, I.C.R. - Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this 1-8 day of January, 2009, served a copy of 
the within and foregoing MOTION TO DISQUALIFY PURSUANT TO RULE 2S, I.C.R. to: 
Kristina M. Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Fax: 208-385-2147 
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
---..LU.S. Mail 
__ /_ Facsimile Transmission 
Legal Assistant 
MOTION TO DISQALIFY PURSUANT TO RULE 25, I.C.R. - Page 2 
VAN G. BISHOP, ISB No. 2740 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, Chtd. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200! JAN 28 PH~: 09 
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CLERK OF THE COURT 
DEPUTY ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR 
PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT 
COUNTY EXPENSE 
COMES NOW the Defendant in the above-entitled action, by and through counsel Van G. 
Bishop of RA nIFF LA W OFFICES, Chtd., and moves this Honorable Court pursuant to I.C. 
§§19-853 and 19-854, to order the preparation of a Preliminary Hearing Transcript at County 
expense. 
This Motion is made on the ground that the Defendant is indigent and cannot afford to pay 
for the preparation of Preliminary Hearing Transcript. Said Preliminary Hearing Transcript is 
necessary for the representation of said Defendant 
preliminary hearing transcript at County expense. 
o 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE - Pap 1 
ORIGlr~AL 
DATED this __ day of January, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this_ day of January, 2009, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing document to: . 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)385-2147 
Marsa Grimmett 
C/O Elmore County Courthouse 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Boise, ID 83702 
By: __ Hand delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
__ u.S. Mail 
-.1L Facsimile 
By: __ Hand delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
__ u.S. Mail 
-.1LFacsimiIe 
... -- ~---.---- . --- -.- -.. ~.~ •. ~"-'- -" -_ ... - -- -.. -.. __ " - .-. - -- - .... - . . -_ . -- ---_ . . ,.._.- -_._----_ .... __ ... -
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VAN G. BISHOP, ISB No. 2740 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
2009 JAN 29 AM If: 30 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 . 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF PRELMINARY 
HEARJNG TRANSCRIPTS 
AT COUNTY EXPENSE 
THE COURT having reviewed and considered the Defendant's Motion for Preparation of 
Transcripts at County Expense, and good cause appearing therefrom, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that transcripts from the Preliminary Hearing held in this 
matter on January 23, 2009, shall be prepared at County expense. 
Dated thisaJtday of January, 2009. 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARJNG 
TRANSCRIYT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- Page 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on thi~ day of January, 2009, served a copy of 
the within and foregoing ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE to: 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)}85-2147 
Marsa GriinrIlett 
CIO Elmore County Courthouse 
Mountain Home, ID 83.647 
Boise, ID83702 
Van G. Bishop 
RA 'ILIFF LAW OFFICES, CHID. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-6940 
By: /' Hand delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
By: /" Hand delivery 
By: 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
/ Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
__ U.S. Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
ORDER FOR PREPARA nON OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
BONORABLB MICBABL B. WB'rBBULL I'BBRUARY 2 2009 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~==~----------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Van Bishop/Michael Crawford 
Public Defender 
CD No. D3-09 9:34 to 9:39 
9:34 a.m. Call of case. 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
RAPE X2 
Counsel for State 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for INITIAL ARRAIGNMENT, defendant present', in 
custody, bond set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
Information and papers filed. 
The Court informed the defendant of the charge (s) filed against 
him being a felony and of the possible penalties which could be 
imposed. 
The Court advised the defendant of his right to counsel at public 
expense in all the proceedings in this Court. 
COURT MINUTES - FEBRUARY 2, 2009 
Page - 1 
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The Court advised the defendant of his right to appeal from any 
Judgment entered, to be represented by counsel in said appeal and 
payment of costs incurred in said appeal at public expense and of 
the appeal time being forty-two (42) days. 
True copy of the Information furnished to the defendant and 
counsel. 
True name of defendant, RUSSELL G. JONES. 
Formal reading of the Information waived by defendant. 
The Court advised the defendant of the different pleas he could 
enter to the charge (s) set forth in the Information and of the 
statutory time, not less than one (1) day, he would be entitled to 
befor& entering his plea. 
Defendant advised that he understood his rights, the charge(s) and 
the possible penalties that could be imposed. 
In answer to the Court, defendant entered a plea of "NOT GUILTY". 
There being no objection by defendant, the Court set this case for 
trial before the Court and a jury at 9:00 o'clock a.m. April 7, 
2009; Pretrial Conference set for March 17, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. 
The Court signed the order of disqualification as of today's date 
and advises that the judge now assigned to this case is the 
Honorable Cheri Copsey. 
Defendant remained in the custody of the sheriff. 
9:39 a.m. End. 
MARSA GRIMMETT 
Clerk of the District Court 
COURT MINUTES - FEBRUARY 2, 2009 
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Reporter: N. Omsberg 
Clerk: K. Johnson 
Reporter's Est. 5 pages 
VAN G. BISHOP, ISB No. 2740 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION 
PURSUANT TO RULE 25 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND TIllS DOES ORDER that the Honorable MICHAEL E. 
WETHERELL is disqualified as District Judge in the above captioned matter pursuant to Rule 25, 
~t:)~ MIOBAJl'[, WlS'l'H KRILl· 
CHAEL E. WETIlERELL 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER FOR DISQALIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 25 - Pale 1 
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CLEBK'§ CERTIFICATE OF SE~ . _ . 1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I bave on this ~y O;~ed . copy of 
the within and foregoing ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 25 
to: 
Kristina M. Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
Van G. Bishop 
RA'ILIFF LAW OFFICES, CHID. 
290 South 2'1d East Street . 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Fax: 208-587-6940 
By: 
By: 
V""" Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
--
Certified Mail 
__ U.S.Mail 
____ . Facsimile Transmission 
/' Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
--
Certified Mail 
__ U.S.Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
CLERK 0 COURT 
ORDER FOR DISQALIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 25 - Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
BONORABLI CBBRI COPSBY FBBRUARY 19, 2009 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
~~~==~----------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele/Lee Fisher 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Van Bishop 
Public Defender 
CD No. 05-09 9:08 to 9:14 
9:08 a.m. Call of case. 
Counsel for State 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for STATUS, defendant present, in custody, bond 
set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
Discussion between Court and counsel. 
Counsel advise that this may take 3 days to try the case. 
The Court advises that it will run from 9:00 O'clock a.m. to 5:00 
O'clock p.m. 
Counsel advises that it will only take 2 days to try the case if 
the Court runs it's calendar from 9 - 5. 
The Court advises that discovery will close a week before trial. 
COURT MINUTES - FEBRUARY 19, 2009 
Page - 1 
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The Court set this matter for PRETRIAL on April 16, 2009 at 3:00 
0' clock and JURy TRIAL on April 23 &: 24, 20089 at 9: 00 0' clock 
a.m. 
The defendant remained in the custody of the sheriff. 
9:14 a.m. End. 
MARSA GRIMMETT 
Clerk of the District Court 
COURT MINUTES - FEBRUARY 19, 2009 
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Reporter: K. Madsen 
Clerk: K. Johnson 
Reporter's Est. $ 
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IN THE OtSTRICT COURT OF lHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ' ' 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORiO09 fEB 2t. AM g: 03 
, , '., ,.J,~ ,_l'.lt 
THe STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CLERK ~i 
Plaintiff, 
va. 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 DEPUTY' It 
ORDIR GOVERNING FURnER' , 
C~PROC!!DWG.AND 
RusseL G. JONES, NOnC.OF~LSETnNG 
IT .8 HEREBY OfItDeRED • fottawr. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(~) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
AI dl8CCMHY Sha. be completed no I8ter then on. week prior to .... trial data In this matter. 
All p""'" wll' COmply with the requirements of Rule 18, I.C.R., Ind use good faith and 
reuon.bee diligence In making timely compliance wfth aI' dl.aovery, or otherwiH raqueat the 
Court. In writing, for en extanslon or til •• tormal objectIOn to dIIc:overy on or befOre ..,. 
dilCOV8lY d_ .at In 1Na Order; 
Oefandant Is hereby Ordered to ftIe aI pretr1aI motIoM governed by Rul. 12 of the Idaho 
Crimfnal Rules no I ... than 14 ctaya prior to the pretrial canfatance or otharwIaa ahow good 
ClUM, upon formal motton, why IUCh time Ilmlla al\oukl be enlarged. AU .uGh motlona must be 
brought on for heartng within fourteen (1") d_ after filing Of forty-elght (48) hour. before trtef, 
whichever Is earlJer. Any mo1lon tied but not timely notiCed for hearing Ihall be deemed 
WIthdrawn. AI motions In Iimlnelhall be ., WI1tJng and thd no later than ten (10) daya prior to 
the trial date. 
Coun ... for each party shell deliver • wrtbn Hat of ptaepeotive wttneese. and proposed exhIbItS 
to the court and coyrwe' for .. 0'" pMI_ no , __ than five (I) dar- prior to trtel 
Pursuant to Rule 30(.). I.C.R., eact\ party Ia dIraded to file written requaats tar jury Instructions 
no Irltar than ttv. (I) dare prtor to .. trill cIata. 
A pretrtal c:onfenanca wUI be held Oft, DJugdp "'-1111 day of Ad 2QOI1t ailO p.rn. ' 
A jury Mal will be held on, Tburadg the D.al day of AIr!!, 2CJ9I at 1;00 a.m, 
Jurora narnea wli be dl'llWn at random by the Clerk on the Fr1d8y before the trfal. If Co",,'" 
Intends to obi..". the drawing, they muat advIM the clerk before thai date. 
ON>EJIt OOVE!RNING FURnER CRI_HAL PROCEEDINGS AND NOnCE or TRIAL seTnNG - Page 1 
02/23/2008 .ON li:48 [TlIRI NO TO.S} 
., .. ""' ....... """ .. ...,"""' ........ * .......... _ ...... """_ .... , •• v... ..., ¥""" • 
p~m. 02 23 2000 0 it . 
Notice Ia hereby gIVen, PlIrlllant to Idaho Rul .. of CIvI Procedtn ..o(d)(1)(G). that an attemlte judge 
!IYIX be assIgned ., pruIde over the trial or ttlil cae. The following 'I • lIst or potsn1lal .ltem" judges; 
Hen. Phlflip M. Becker 
Mon. G.O. Car.y 
Hon. 0ennII Goff 
Han. Daniel C. Hurtbutt. Jr. 
Hon. Jamee Judd 
Han. Duff McKae 
Hon. DanIel M ...... 
Han. George Ft. ReInhardt. ". 
Hon. Ronald Sctllilng 
Hen. W.H. Woocland 
Unl ... a partr has previously axercIud their rfght to dllqUallftcIIdon WIthout cauH unt*' Rule 
40(d)(1), eech party .... have the r\9ht to lie ona (1) motion for dltQualJftcatlon without cause 81 to any 
a~)Ud8enat I ........ (10) _ efter .."Ice of .... notfce. 
DATEO thIa 23rd day of Febtllary. 2008. 
Olatrtct Judge 
CEFmFICATE OF MAlUNG 
~ I heNby certfy that on tt\1a"2SRlday of Februwy, 2000. I meIIed CIIIlI'Y8d) • true end correct copy of the within 
Instrument to: 
KMtN 6ctlhdele 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
IntIrdepIII1rn.ntaI mal 
Van Bilhop 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
Intllniepal1mental mall 
JUfYCIelk 
InteRfaparirnenbll mid 
I • 
ORDER QOVERNlNG FURlltER CRIMINAL PftOCDDftfQ8 AND NOTICI! OF TRIAL IIl'mNG - Page 2 
02/23/200t ION 11:'8 [TI/Rl NO 70es} 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
HONORABLE C~ COPSBY APRIL 16, 2009 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~==------------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Van Bishop 
Public Defender 
CD No. D9-09 3:09 to 3:17 
3:09 p.m. Call of case. 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
Counsel for State 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for PRETRIAL CONFERENCE, defendant present, in 
custody, bond set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
The Court advises that it needs a witness list no later than 
tomorrow. 
The Court issued its standard order excluding witnesses from the 
courtroom during trial. 
Statement made by Ms. Schindele regarding 404 (b) evidence. 
The Court advises that it will have 1 alternate juror. 
Discussion between Court and counsel regarding how the jury panel 
is pulled. 
COURT MINUTES - APRIL 16, 2009 
Page - 1 
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The Court advises that it will email the jury instructions to both 
parties. 
Counsel advise that there are no witness issues or evidentiary 
issues. There are no redaction issues. 
The Court advises that the defendant will be in plain clothes 
because he is in custody_ 
The Court advises that the defendant will be present at 8: 30 
o'clock a.m. on April 23, 2009. 
The Court advises that voir dire will per side will be 40 - 45 
minutes preside. 
The defendant remained in the custody of the sheriff. 
3:17 p.m. End. 
MARSA GRIMMETT 
Clerk of the District Court 
~-----.... 
COURT MINUTES - APRIL 16, 2009 
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Reporter: K. Madsen 
Clerk: K. Johnson 
Reporter's Est. 8 pages 
.. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING A'ITORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
znus APR 16 PH 3: 28 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (20S) 587-2144 ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 5S7-2147 
ISB No. 6090 
OE?UI 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-0002450 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE 
404(b) EVIDENCE AND 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS 
AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT 
THEREOF 
COMES NOW, The State ofIdaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby provides notice of its intent to introduce 404(b) evidence and files 
its memorandum of points and authorities in support thereof. 
The State makes the following offer of proof for evidence regarding other crimes, wrongs or 
bad acts of the Defendant it intends to introduce during the Jury Trial of the above-entitled cause of 
action: 
1. The Defendant was previously convicted of the offense of domestic battery with 
trawnatic injury, a felony, in Canyon County Case No. CR-2005-16424·C, on August 25, 
2006, written Judgment and Commitment filed September 1, 2006. The Defendant's 
probation in that matter was revoked and sentence imposed on Decemba' 2, 200S, written 
Amended Judgment and Commitment filed December 12, 200S~ __ The_~(~~rlJ 
eonViclion-aroseout otoonduct smularto the-oonduciAUdfa shipp 8neges in this matter. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE 404(b) EVIDENCE - PAGE 1 
035 ORIGINAL 
The State makes the following offer of proof regarding the proposed testimony of 
Melanie Rose Commons, the Defendant's ex-girlfriend with whom he has children. The 
offer of proof arises from a police report and written statement Ms. Commons prepared 
on April 24, 200S. Ms. Commons will testify that on April 20, 200S, the Defendant 
attempted to force her to have sexual intercourse by pulling him onto her bed and under 
the covers. He took her clothes off and tried to complete vaginal intercourse, but was not 
able to do so. Their child interrupted the encounter, Ms. Commons jumped up and ran 
into the bathroom. The Defendant cried and apologized through the door. The 
Defendant left, and Ms. Commons did not report the initial sexual assault because the 
Defendant apologized to her numerous times over the next couple of days. A second 
incident occurred on April 24, 2005. The night before the Defendant arrived at Ms. 
Commons' residence to watch the children. He stayed the night. When Ms. Commons 
came home, she asked him to leave. He refused. . She took a shower and he entered the. 
hatliiOOin. He toolc:her into tbebedrOOm and aPht attempted to have sexual intercourse 
with her. Ms. Commons again escaped, and the Defendant cried. See attached 
statements prepared by Melanie Commons, attached hereto as Exhibits A and B. 
Ms. Commons also advised Officer Bill Crawford, Caldwell Police Department, that 
Defendant had always been very persistent about getting her to have sex with him. Ms. 
Commons reported she giving in to his persistent requests for sexual activity to avoid 
conflict. See Report of Officer Crawford, attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
The events described by Ms. Commons are similar to the account from Ms. Shipp. 
See attached statements prepared by Audra Ship, attached hereto as Exhibit D. Ms. 
Shipp testified at the preliminary hearing as well. Her testimony was consistent, but 
differed in one major aspect. Ms. Shipp admits that she consented to sexual intercourse 
on May 22, 2008, prior to the alleged sexual assault. Ms. Shipp testified that the 
Defendant pressured her repeatedly for sex, she eventually gave in to placate him, then he 
later assaulted her, forcing her to have intercourse against her will. 
In a taped confrontation call between Ms. Shipp and the Defendant, the Defendant 
admitted that he had previously had sex with Melanie while Melanie was sleeping. Ms. 
Shipp testified that the Melanie referred to is Ms. Commons. This statement was given 
in response to Ms. Shipp's question if the Defendant had ever done this before. Ms. 
Shipp also testified to this statement at the preliminary hearing. 
The statements attached hereto and the judgment and commitment were disclosed to 
Defendant through counsel in the State's Discovery Response dated December 23,2008. 
2. The State also intends to introduce testimony from Staci Johnson, one of Defendant' s 
ex-girlfriends. Ms. Johnson provided a verbal statemeJ1! .!C>_~i.!t~ra~o!4t~~dw~L 
Yotrcc·DepiJ'tirient. ·-Mi.l<>Mson-stat"'fshe was involved with Defendant for 
approximately 5 years. Ms. Johnson told Officer Crawford that Defendant was sexually 
abusive towards her. He would coerce sexual activity, resulting in her giving in to his 
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demands. Ms. Johnson also advised Officer Crawford that Defendant had sexual contact 
with her while she was sleeping, including an incident where she had taken a pain 
medication that made her sleepy. 
Ms. Johnson's statements are consistent with the complaints made by Ms. Commons 
and Ms. Shipp. Specifically, the allegation concerning the pain medication is very 
similar to Defendant's admission that he had sex with Ms. Commons while she was 
sleeping and Ms. Shipp's testimony that he forced sexual activity with her while he 
thought she was sleeping. 
The State intends to introduce the above-referenced evidence during the jury trial set to 
commence on April 23, 2009. 
BACKGROUND 
Defendant is charged with two counts of rape by infonnation filed on January 27,2009. The 
Court has scheduled a jury trial to commence on April 23, 2009. 
FACTS 
Audra Shipp met the Defendant, Russell Jones, approximately 14 years ago. Defendant is a 
long-time friend of Ms. Shipp's significant other, Craig Carpenter. Defendant and Ms. Shipp had 
engaged in an illicit affair. On May 21, 2008, Defendant and Ms. Shipp went to Jackpot and 
returned to Ms. Shipp's residence early on May 22,2008. Ms. Shipp assisted her children off to 
school and Mr. Carpenter to work:. Ms. Shipp then tried to go to sleep in her bedroom. Defendant 
asked to use her computer, which is located in the bedroom. Defendant repeatedly asked Ms. Shipp 
for sex, and she eventually gave in and had consensual intercourse with Defendant She then went to 
sleep. 
Ms. Shipp awoke sometime later, heard what sounded like sexual noises coming from the 
computer and felt someone or something touching her. She m~~~ .~ th~ touchina.$tOppcxL. Sh(L~ .. 
~---~-~--~~'- ""' - -
then awoke a second time when she felt something touching her between her legs, in the vaginal 
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area. Ms. Shipp discovered Defendant attempting to have sex with her. She told him no, but 
Defendant persisted and forced sexual contact. 
After the encounter, Ms. Shipp was physically upset and crying. Defendant apologized. 
Before leaving the residence, Defendant asked Ms. Shipp if he should tum himself in. Over the 
course of the next couple of days, Defendant apologized to Ms. Shipp by phone and text several 
times. Defendant told Ms. Shipp he would not touch her again. 
Ms. ShiPl!did not report the first incidO!lt to the poli~. On May 27» 2008.Defendant was at 
the Shipp/Carpenter residence watching movies. He stayed the night. The next morning, the 
children and Mr. Carpenter left the residence. Defendant asked to use the computer again. Ms. 
Shipp suffers from anxiety and took some clonazepam to help resolve her anxiousness. Ms. Shipp 
forgot she had taken a Benadryl due to a bee sting. The combination of the medications made her 
drowsy. She told Defendant she was drowsy and wanted him to leave. She also told him that her 
anti-anxiety medication often knocks her out Ms. Shipp sat down on the sofa. 
She fen asleep and awoke when she felt someone stoking her hair. Ms. Shipp continued to 
feign sleep. Defendant attempted to rouse her, pulling hard on her hair and grabbing her breasts. 
Eventually, Defendant removed her pants and penetrated her vagina. Ms. Shipp recalls saying no, 
but Defendant forced sexual intercourse. After he finished, Defendant retrieved a kitchen towel and 
wiped Ms. Shipp off. Ms. Shipp ran to the bathroom and locked herself in until Defendant left. 
Ms. Shipp went to Elmore Medical Center at approximately 10: 14 p.rn. and reported the rape 
later that evening. The Idaho State Police Forensic Services Laboratory did not detect any sperm 
from any of the swabs obtained from the r~ lci~ 
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LAW AND ARGUMENT 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(b) provides that evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not 
admissible to prove the character of a person in order to show that the person acted in conformity 
therewith. However, there are some well delineated exceptions which the State alleges are present in 
this case. 
Specifically the State is seeking to introduce the evidence detailed above to establish that 
Defendant's alleged sexual assault on Audra Shipp demonstrated a common plan and scheme with 
the assaults on Melanie Commons and Staci Young. The State relies on the Idaho Supreme Court's 
recent enunciation of the standard for admission of 404(b) evidence set forth in State Va Grist. Docket 
No. 33652 (January 29, 2009) (attached hereto as Exhibit E). In SJIi& the Supreme Court stated: 
Admissibility of evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts when offered for a 
permitted purpose is subject to a two-tiered analysis. First, the trial court must 
detennine whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the other crime or wrong 
as fact. The trial court must also determine whether the fact of another crime or 
wrong, if established, would be relevant. Evidence of uncharged misconduct must be 
relevant to a material and disputed issue concerning the crime charged, other than 
propensity. Such evidence is only relevant if the jury can reasonably conclude that 
the act occurred and that the defendant was the actor. 
Second, the trial court must engaged in a balancing under I.R.E. 403 and 
determine whether the danger of unfair prejudice substantially outweighs the 
probative value of the evidence. 
Docket No. 33652, p.4. The Court further reiterated, '''Where relevant to the credibility of the 
parties, evidence of a common criminal design is admissible. Ut .hL at 7. Other bad act evidence 
"may be admissible 'if relevant to prove ... a common scheme or plan embracing the commission of 
two or more crimes so related to each other that proof of one tends to establish the other, knowledge, 
. identity,oj'-absence-of mistake or accfdenl '"~ at 8-(CItatiOns omitted). 
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Following the Supreme Court's opinion in QriH, the Idaho Court of Appeals issued State YI 
Panner, Docket No. 33721 (Ct. App. March 11,2009) (attached hereto as Exhibit F). In Panner. the 
Court of Appeals addressed admission of 404(b) evidence in sex crimes cases in light of~ With 
respect to the first element of the 404(b) analysis, the appellate court determined, "Reliance on an 
oral or written offer of proof in detennining the admissibility of Rule 404(b) evidence is one way that 
a district court can make the requisite initial finding that a prior bad act is established as fact." Id.. at 
p. 4. Prior to admitting such evidence, the trial court must "articulate a separate finding that 
sufficient evidence exists to support a reasonable conclusion that the act occurred." Id.. at S. 
The State submits that the bad act evidence serves to demonstrate Defendant's common plan 
or scheme to pressure his girlfriends into having sexual contact with him, coerce such contact and 
force such contact in the face of continued resistance. Furthermore, the prior bad act witnesses and 
Ms. Shipp's testimony demonstrate Defendant's common plan or scheme to force sexual contact on 
an intimate partner while said partner is sleeping or passed out due to medication. This evidence 
further demonstrates absence of mistake or accident and specifically addresses the primary element 
at issue herein - consent. 
Finally, the State submits the proposed 404(b) evidence is not unduly prejudicial under I.R.E. 
403. Clearly the evidence is prejudicial, or the State would not be seeking to introduce such 
evidence. However, the relevant inquiry is whether the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion or 
waste of time substantially outweighs the inherent probative value of the proffered evidence. Tho 
State seeks to introduce the testimony of two additional witnesses, which is not excessive or present 
an undue risk that the trier of fact will decide the un~erlying case based on pro~i~ rather than tho 
evidence presented at trial regarding the alleged offenses. 
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Based on the foregoing, the State provides notice of its intent to introduce evidence of other 
bad acts during its case in chief in this matter to establish proof of intent, plan, knowledge, or 
absence of mistake or accident on the Defendant's part and to demonstrate Defendant's common 
plan to coerce or force sexual contact with his intimate partners. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the State respectfully requests an order from this Court authorizing it 
to introduce the evidence of other bad acts, crimes and other wronp set forth in detail herein in ita 
case in chief 
DATED This ~y of April 2009. 
KRISTINA M. SCHlNDELE 
E COUNTY PROSECUTING A TIORNEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on today's date, I served a copy of the attached document to the 
following parties by the following means: 
Van Bishop 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
/' Hand Delivered 
---./ U.S. Mail 
V' Facsimile 
The Honorable Cheri C. Copsey Hand Delivered 
Resident Chambers U.S. Mail 
200 W. Front Street -;; Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83702-7300 
Facsimile No. 287·7529 
DATED this J..J[day of April 2009. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMO COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY: 
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FROM :CPD . FAX~. : 2084553122 Oct. 02 2008 04:08PM P7 
C.,dwell Police Department 
WItneH State .... nt 
Report Number. OS" :9101 V 
Stetamentot. Date: 44'24-0f5 
On f:i/dtto!s 'th.4lJ\U fA' 41"'!:j cJvldtn C4D'l1 k) fYlJ hlXml ~ 
t,02-tatw elM.. ~. J l.I+%.JvW'bL 4 ry1 Iv f?br;cd cJ..w "'(jlvt 
..,.;)i+6. :=/f.t.ut,LHs ',4 to Q'ltn4..tltc' (\'1 twz hl/.,r fJ\ 'Dmt. '10 *' h "Iv ... n2 ;b 
'4'mAh h, 14Jal1;t4 t.IO S(J«1I":lI..fJ~ tii/tvHwKO • tuSSlIJ ,Lnv,J - '-IA 
~ D, DlU.,,·,..,tdtJ. gPO¢ {5roI-af4p 11M 14, fII.MlIHy hlKttQllt~1 
bid- ~f.~et*£u4J'4""'n:, ,'cmt Ub ~m .l>Mr&~ iQt'a 'Ci 
~----------------- oat. of8irtl\: _____ -Mnu: ________________ _ S.S.N.: _____ _ 
~~----------------- HomeMA:Jttc Phone: _____ _ 
".: I 
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Caldwell Police Department 
WItneu Statement 
Statementof: ________ _ 
SIgnature: --------
t--:--------
CItyIStatelZlp: _______ _ 
0fIIcier TaIdnQ R8pOft: .L4~»_4=111~=:!-! ___ _ 
Report Number. Of ~10< 1 y-
Date: j1., 2 'I .. f) ~._ 
Date of BIrth; 
------S .•. N.: _____ _ 
~Phone: _____ _ 
FROM :CPD . FAX t-D. : 2084553122 Oct. 02 2008 04:08PM P9 
C.,dwell Police Dep.rtment 
WItne .. Statement 
Report Number: 0$"7- 0101 'i( 
Statement of: Date: _ o"-""'-(.I,S' 
Q r4.11x:t a, £N1l U aNJ,lt\JLN: *' be.d, M ~ Q I'd U 0 t'.9 J $(,N&i 
:Ho\Jl :JA.lO~'d-4N, ,JHt k AM (h~ LY()'l.AIl4l b' 2t1 u.9L cse. 
¥fJCtlkOOm¥~ cUd ad::Jtll. <ftv ,all/a f rt"UI a ,.,(»11 H3P 
~:---------------- DIIIa dBtr1h; _____ _ AdchN: ________ _ S.S.N.: ____ _ 
c~~ _____________ __ HomaIW:xk Phone: 
------
OftIcerTllking Repoct _d:~, .c;...oIt2~_= ____ _ 
FR01 : c:::PD . FAX /I(). : 2084553122 
Caldwell Police Department 
WItneM Statement 
... Oct. 02 2008 B4: 09PM P9 
Report Number. "'5'..0("'> Y' 
Statement of: Dat.~ o.,~ 2.1..Q s: 
UC~Jto I ·rhif\.~ lXl 1±la U'1 tJ/\JtA1d. ' 1kIIk\ll& tin411~ ~puI. 
#4'Nj-lD ;It,ri:M* lA' pInt!., 4&& 'l.tSf:·~JdtM rnt .. ,hoil1.1C'j I1\L 
.~ ~ 
tM /zth4i'!.'r;!~~ilt;r 
Menu: S.S.N.;  
CIlyI8tetelZv, 1,4 DCl ,J.X.O Q J,:D K;>kzCfF-- HomeMbrttPhone: 
~ TIIdng Ropolt d A 0 4 7 Pogo : ..f of t-f 
FROM :€PD . FAX t<l. : 2084553122 Oct. 02 2008 04:07PM P5 
Ca."" Police Department 
WItn ... 8t8tement 
Report Number: ():f -670 ~ -r 
Statementof~ _________ _ D_:~·_Z~r;_D~~ ______ _ 
;;.;~~r;' :;~I~/~~~~~:~~.~ 
I aam..e h nrVtt Q ¥\Ol. ':I'at) t'. (L';;1, q,) 14.,1'£,t= a."rDtAJU 
'7::z\r
'
J.g5l/d W ObOJAk 15 m i n.uJd· \A.'(\~ t . .fma..l~ 
, ' , 
SIgnet&n:
Adchu: 
CIty/8tatelZip: VA. cd V-T'l' t~ll) t;2tffi-. 
OfIIcerTaIdnfI Report: -.....:d-{--~~~:=· :.... __ 
Olte of Birt't: 
S.S.N.: 
HomeNJott Phone:
Page: I of \ 
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CALDWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
REPORT SUPPLEMENT 
REPORT NUMBER: 05-07031 
INCmENT: RAPE 
DATE: 04-2+05 
orneE&: _ Crawford .127 
OUTED REPORT NtlM.8ER: 
MedoMl: RaneD IONES (Sa.pea) 
 (Victim) 
Narrative: 
OD 04-U-OS I w .. eaUed oat to ... tlt with a poulble Rape th •• had Jalt . 
oeearred. I "u ... t to Wat Valley eJDerpney roo .. to meet with the 
victim . I w .. met at tbehospltal by the vledm 
wltn •• coordbaator Jackie SMITH. 
I Ipoke with Sat ({ERSRA W ad CpI Matt DAVIS aboat the cue. I w. 
told that the vletim. '. es boyfriend aDd f.daer of ber two eland ... had 
a .... lted her" her home Caldwell Idaho. TIle 
OfDeen advtted that wIlea tIley arrived ow Iee.e the .atpeCt ... left aDd 
they were a.able to loeate .... The .... atlo. "at tltat tile es .. Boyfrltad, 
R ...... JOD .. "a .peacII.JII the Dlpt watdalal tltelr ebDdrea two boy.' 
.... 2.5 yea ..... d 15 ntOlltlt .. Wllea  arrived Iaom •• 1"01111~ 
1281 pili JONES .ataller bed wldt ...... SIat .. ked him to leave 
bat .. refaIed. .. said ••• tIt_ went lato tlte hatltroo. to take • 
... ow .... JONES popped til. look ad atteaapted to pt .. tile .lIewer wIdI 
lIer. s .... kI ... Ier .... for hi." te ... out lB. II. did. Ii ...... raed 
lI'abbbal II. by dae IU'IIlI tIlnw .... _ dI. bed .... ttempted to have Ie" 
wltIl her.  ....... fo.p, IWD olrlor ..... t 15 ada ..... Slae 
deterlhed the IDddeat ..... trytq t. put'" pelllllate her wIaDe 'he 
foapt back SCnlte ... , .. d hlttla.hllll. At 10 .. poIat the eIaIJd .... eara. 
I •• th nO .. ucI-""" te aye .. JOND .topped .dlet her .. ; SU,..-
.. to the bathroo ........ bbed her cell p'one and eaRed the police. 
Crawford, 127 Pap I 5/1712005 
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The Oftleen lound her cryla. and dl.traupt when they arrlved. She had 
several bruises oalaer anns and thlp •• 
The ahower "'at wet, there wen wet lootprlatl on the floor, they lound • 
wet towel ad til. bedd", w .. wet.  was tran.ported to the 
hOlplta! by .mbulanee. (AbelalDent *1 OftIeer Davl. report) 
PIIotoarapb. of her IDJuri. were taken and Ibe WM liven .. eum. 
(AttacluDellt III photel) TIle se. erlmeldt WM partlaDy used. Tlte Dune 
took puble eom ... from  the complete kit w .. not Uled al the 
.u.ped had Dot peaetrated or eJaeulated but. amplete ex ... WI. 
complehld. (See Attachment tl3 Medical report) 
I spoke briefly with to set up a fol.ow-.p appolntJD.at. I 
es.plabaed that I wu lIot·loIDl to .. k her to alve me a.other aeeeu.t of the 
bleldent at thI, pobat. I did want to eJarlfy wbat .lae had wrltteD In her 
.tatement. (Attacb .. eat M vletim Statemeat) She .ald tid •• ame type of 
lacklent had oeeurred .. TIIund., prior to thl. date. JONES bad tried 
to fone hi ...... ' OD her la tile I ..... way. She uld that h. did try tlte ume 
thlnl bat be .poIoaized telUn. her It ~ould not hap,... a,ala. She dld not 
.sped him to do tbll .... a 10 .be aUowed him to watch the kid. In laer 
lao .. e on Saturday allht. 
told tlte oMeer', she did 80t think JONES hid peaetrated 
her with hi. pt..... She did write la her .tatemellt that he partially 
peaetrated bel' with hi. peala and that he may have penetrated .er rectum 
with hit ftaler, 
J tet aD appointment for laer OD Monday the 25* 0' May. Durt .. this 
laterview J weDt lato • Utile IIlOre detail .boIlt laer reI.doath1p wltIl 
JONES.  esplaln ... daat .lae laad boea wltJa JONES for -"lit 
three yean and theJ were a,ver naarrlecL' They did laave'two claUdrell ba. 
eG.aOL They It ... recently brokea up but be was baby.ttI •• the 
chDdr .. whn 'he worked nunday tlar. Saturdl)' nl.h .. at ST AI'. 
hOlpltaila Bolte. . 
told me dlat JONES .ttempted to rape Iter about 1 year ,,0 
whea he w •• mad at laer. JONES wa .. arrled before aad Ia., la .:1 wife 
.lao Bv ........ JONES. ... .u yean"'" ....  II-Syean'-
old. SIN explalaed th.t JONES h .. beta with ller tlnee Ihe was 20 yean 
old. JONES .... alway. bee. very Iftu" wa.dal to laave .. :I 3 dille. • 
day. .. Id that lie ...... w.ya ben very penllteat about 
getting ber to .. ave leX with him. 
Crawford, 127 Paae2 SII712005 
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Sbe fiIlally Ju.t ltarted livlnlin I.ttlnl him to avoid the coDfilct. ne lut 
time they had coll.eD.ual leX w •• three mODth. alo. 
tald that JONES IeDt ber .. EDlaD apoloalzlDI for Ia .. 
aetiODI. Be alto told laer .Ister, tIlat lae .ac1 .Ilrt .er 
bad ud It "'al Dot..... .aId that JONES ••• tried to eaU 
her several dmea bat .he rela .. to aDswer. (AttaelameDt 1# 5) 
OD 04-28-05 I conducted a. latervlew 'WIth the IUlpect Raltell JONES. 
JONES w .. advised of bl. Mlnnda ".raID._d h ... reed to .peak wltb 
me. (Attach.'llt H Mlraadal 
nelntervle", with JONES " .. video taped tit. followlnll. a 1)'110,111 of 
tIIa •• ntenlew (or compl.te detail ... Video. 
JONES Ialtlally dealed ever attemptln. to rape  Re told .e 
that COMMONS ... acealed .... daree other tI ..... rape ad .... alt 
aDd It I. fabricated. ae .ald oa ddt elate he 'Was "atchlnl the kid. and .be 
did aot COlli. hOIlle o. tim. 10 h. bepa to anarY IIld It .tarted to .. alate. 
Be .aId wilen .h. flJlally CUlebom.be bepa to queidOll h.r about laer· 
boyfriend.. She.,..a to feU ... wbat tid. auy cUd to her lexulIIy .nd It 
apset hi... Be .ald that tIIla .. _'*-ted .nd tile)' Itarted to wreatle 
aro •• d and h. cUd ratraID h.r by lfabblD, her arm.. H. dealed ever 
attelllpdDI to rape her. I .. ked aboat the palt baddeatl he .. e.tloaed. 
JONES .ald It bappeaed In Bolle ba 2003. Be laldh. wa' ace.1ed of 
....... lnl her aad trying to force bbntellon her but aey have bee. IlvlDl 
t""h.r for th. pa.t y..... 1.1ked about the other Um .. aad he laid that 
w .. lt. 
JOBel told Ole h. "a. Uvial at  houle ap aatO aboat two .. " 
w,.a a.. Oe told ... tiler were topther II a couple up tDI aboa. J 
MOIltil..,. I a.ked If h. had ever hit her laeWd no aever wlda • cioaed or 
opeII ... d. I •• ked II Ia. ever loreed hi ......... her ... ually. Jo ... tald 
tIIey had l0III. roup lei befon. I.sp ..... ed ,.. tile IIIepdoa .. .. 
lavolvecllal .. b.tterlnl ...... die p ....... "_r cJaJld ..... Ue e.alaed 
tIlat whne he WII reatr ..... 'laer, by bellIl .. top of lIer Iaoldlal •• r down 
.he did .tart to hyperv.atllate and the Idd. came Into tile roo .... 
I uked him how "II dreaed when thl. altereatlOD oeeurred. 
H. tald .he had Just a towel on beeaUte .he had Ja. lotteD oat of da • 
• hower. I a.ked him to darlfy II lie had told m. tlley wer. arplnlwhen 
Ihe lot home. 
Crawford, 127 Paac3 5117/200' 
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R. 1.ld ,h. took a Ibow.r and •• w .. tlttln, o. tle bed w ........ tot oat 
and wu drylD. benell off tile, were Wid ... I uked If be pi III the 
.hower with .er. Jo ... ,. ....... tIlo ..... t a .. o .... t, and ,lid Iae offend to 
"" .. h her b.ck. He .... h. Ja- mack hh h ...... th •• hower and _ked It 
h. could w ... ber baek and tIIat WM It. I .. ked how be lot lato tile 
batllroom. Jon. ,aI. be Jut walked'l.. I explained that ... said Ite 
popped tle loclt. J uked .ow y .. pop ~.Ioek. J ...... laid It w .. very 
I'.ple the8 .sp.alDed .. ow •• do It. I liked If b. paBed II. out of the 
.hower ad tIlrew her .. tile bed. Be ,haok hi' Iaead a •• laid .0. 
I exPlained that J bad ...... to believe h. wa not bela, truth ... with "'1. 
I .. Ud ..... bed lOt alIw. J'Q1!lg~ Ia." ... ot tare about daat 
.... He .ald that h. paUed tile cartala badt anci talked to her b.t dealed 
pttIn,1a dI. ,bower.' JONES.aId .b. WAI teillD, hi. aboat b .. 
boyf'riead Ju.t to p .. b .... button.. H • ..td tbat II what .he cIoeI .. Illm 
mad and the calli "Wlaatewr". Ue _ •• ted that .... JOt ia tile .how.r 
and rolled aroand .. tile bed to .t III. ape I a.ked how .ucla of tile "P' 
too. place OR the bed II. ,aiel .ot .ach they bo •• eed off ud eaded ap OR 
tla. floor .h •• tarted to hyperventUate tIl.ldd. walkecll. he eoald ... they 
were .pset 10 h. Jeft. 
I .. .,.. JONES If there WII aay 18na1 eoataet at all Uk. her .utIDl to 
have I .... with hi .. R ...... denied .. , type of 1ft •• ' touehla. he tald 
they were wretdla.aroud. B. dealed "avIDl been scratched by 
he did IIY he had lOme ICntelt8I fro. Id. work. 
I .. ked If •• had tried to eontact h.r IIDce til ... appeaed. u ••• Id he left 
her I ....... to try and ",ate. dlelddt for her. H. dealed telllll. layon. 
t"at he "'II 10...., t. rean, hurtlDl1aer tid. d... I .. ked If •• had talked 
to ... ut tIaII. Be .ald y. he did. lie hesitated to 
n .... ber ",bat •• had told her. He IIdd h. told her tlalap JOt .. t of , 
ba.d au. that .. wIaea be waa told ••• w .. t to til .... ptt& Tut "II 
about all tIaey dllC ...... 
I ukecI JONES I'. eouW tI .... of.., ........... would. to .. abMt 
ht .. Be .ald .... w_ted .,. oat of ... plet1Ire totally 10 ... eoald be 
.. til her Dew bo)frfead. I uplala .. that If •• "' .. oat of tile pIct1In •• e 
would Dot ha ..... y ...... reeI to eare tor the daD ...... 
I thea had deteetlve COLLINS phot ..... ph Joa.'. body. He had 
aumeroa. bnllel" ICrate ......... body. It wa ....,..llble to teU It they 
w .... werk ......... or coa.""'_ with  ecrate'.D. hl .. 
(AttaeJam .. t 1 pbotelo' J .... ) 
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When we had ftnl.hed the plctu .... I confronted him with more laets of 
tile cue I told him I thou,ht he " .. lyIn, to me aDd that he had a 
probl.. Be apl. aceu'"  of attemptlD, t ......... oat of 
the pletllre by maida, thJt ap. I pobated .ut tIIat he " .. already out ef the 
pldun. I up .... ed lae had. place to Uve tIIat Ite did Dot Dve at lIer place 
od daat .h. Deeded ..... to watelt the Idd. 10 I.e could work. Siae wu oat 
of opdolll for wafehiD. the Iddllf b. wat out of the pleftlre. l.aId there 
". DO modve to II.. H. told me .he did dill bef .... 1D Bot .. ADd It ". 
dropped. I .. ked If .h. eh .... her .tory or If It "'. dbmilled. 
&. laid ... waated It to .. forward bat tile eom looked at It and I8Id 
tlMre It nothlD,h.re ud dropped It. B •• ald Ibe DlU.t hav.leaned tro .. 
the tint tim. ad weDt to a Uttle more oIa. extent till. Ume. 
I thea weDt lato more detail •• bout her modvadoa and .om. of the 
evidenCe we recovered at the .eea.. He .... D denied tryInl to h.ve 1ft 
with her. I.ked If we woald tlDd 0, 01 hi. pubic bin OR th. towel.he w. drylna 0" with. I .. ked "ltat be WIt dreued In wll. tIIll tlPt 
happened. JONES •• Id he had .. "ml ..... elothln&" beeau .. Ia. ltad 
, bee. trytll, to take. n.p. 'a.ked lib, " .. Ia Jal. aDd,...,ear, .hlrt or 
"hat. B. h_luted tIIoupt and said uDderwear. Be told me .h. wu lD 
bedroom dl'Jlal her telf .ff wldt tile towel and thea h •• ald Ibe may have 
.dD h.d tlte towel OR wben tlJey aut fa each .ther'. face. J .. ked how .he 
got 011 the bed II they were .taDdlnl face te face. Be said they were , 
wreatIJ .. arouDd .ad he .... led th., hit tit. bed. He .ald the laeldeDt lut 
• matter .1.la.teI. Be admitted te e ....... ' the IIW'kI on her al'llll but 
dealed grabblnl her Deek. ' 
I Otrered JONES that h. "ould Deed lOme .rlOUI COIIDIeIIa.od Deeded 
help. I .xpIa1aed to h .. the Importaaee 01 tile tntll IIld .ked ItIm If·" 
 date.ea'" about IWa "ere true. 'JONES laid It teeDled 
fabricated ad he Dever Iteld her dowa to hav ... x wi" Iter. I •• kedlflae 
".ID ......... ttate heal ... he w .. _ top oIa aabd w .... ud had 
.ot had ItS I ••• 000t1l. J u.pIataed .. venl see.art ..... t...,. have led 
lIer to believe he w ... tteaapdna to npe her. J liked ..... 11 .. waated to 
bave ... wttll Iler at dlat tba .......... Id •• til., wen ....... JONES 
. .aIeI beIId .. 1 did aot wut to .fter I •• had bee. with the OCher p,. I 
.. keclif lie ItIBIo¥ed- _ .......... did; I uked "'.would _ableto-· 
fortlve her. JONES laid Y. bat it would be to .... he b .. done It before tit..... Be .ald ••• did til. 'lDle thlDI with her 0: h •• band. JONES tald 
that  told hi. that her a raped her hit her with IODIe keys 
and attenapted te drowa her la the bathtub. 
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He telt Db .he "as DOW seutn. him up. I "eat thra the ltory qalD .nd 
clarified If thl. " .. the venlon he " ••• tleldlll with. 
I clarified hi •• tate.eats made to  .I.ter. Be denied lay'DI he 
hurt  ..... bad. Jo •••• Id .he waa • fabricator. I left the 
I.tervlew aad returned a .hort dlDe la. ud coafronted him about the 
case. 
I told him I beUew dult he did this and that he aeeded 10m. IeFiout 
laterv'DdoL I told him be did tid. two d.y .... and that h. did tid. ID 
the put. I told him that  aaId he liked to have 1ft th .... dm .. 
• day. I •• ked If tIaat "' .. tru h ... Id ,... h~ UkecJ It a lot. I explabl~ to 
JONES t .. at II. " .. 1I,IIlIIeS ... eoatrol tGoI. nat h. had Ullely don. . 
tlall for tevenl yean; I told him that .. hi' mlDd It w ... 't ... ,. lae " .. 
tryiDl to h.ve leS with h.r. JONES ..... he loved her 10 muela that every 
dme lae looked at her he wanted to b.ve leS with her. He admltted that 
every tim. they .ad • ftlht they did make lip by ... vlDIIeL JONES 
flnallyadDlltted that he did .. k  to have 1ft wit. hJna wbUe 
he was hold"l her down. Be ,aid the GIlly tid •• be could think of I. that 
maybe I.plled or .ald ".ey Ify .. 're JOiIl, to have sex with thllpy wby 
not bave lex with me". H ...... tald be lAId ~eIIlf you're loilll to do 
him do me". Be did not admit to aD)' peaetr.tlOD or the bnalJel OD her 
neck. . 
I eDeIed the.IDtervlew after a few more Dllaat. OftryiDI to.t IONES to 
adDIIt .11 of what happened. He w .... t laome and told Dot to eo.taet 
. 
Oa 0J..03..0S I eoataeted  .lIter. I 
.. ked ber to apl. wIIat Ihe Juaew .boat this ..... ed npelavolnal ber 
.Ilter,   .ald that .be w .. at ber h .... wlda JONeS'S 
older da.p ... ad he was at  house wi .. the fOUler eblIcIrea. 
He eaIIed a .. pie of tI •• lrrltated abo. nere w... Sh. laid 
be later eaIIed rro.. hi. dad' ...... teIIal her he did sometlalD, bad to 
 ad _ybe .... 1 to J.o. Be wanted te bow what ... I ... 1eI do 
wItIl  ... 1%,.... old cIa.p.  waswatelda .. JONES 
told lae had roe .... .,  prettJ aood. Be told ber 
how he •• apped aad could Oldy take ... aela. He "ated to know wllat 
" ...... _ wItIl e.------------ --___________ _ 
... d til .. "lae. he ame to pick up hi. deapter he was very 
emodonal •• d upset. S •• laid til. aI.ht he fore he had bee. drlnJdnl wa. 
e~I··d.cd8.'~ •• ~ . 
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J asked  If .h. lIad talked wldt  about till. Incld.nt. 
Slie .. Id .h. did dlle1lult wltll laer. told ber about the attempted 
npe earlier la til. week aad what "appeaed OD Sunday. .aId 
her .Ilter tried to IIPt back ud " .. Ie ........ lor Iabn to .top. Sla •• ald 
prior to Ia •• paDlllalaer out of tlte .hower h. wa .. the b.throom 
muturb.dD.la ft'oDt 0' •• r .,...... her for IeS. 
 told ... th.t her .I.ter h.d told her .boat ...... llar Ineldeat 
over. y .. r ato. She .ald JONES had 'oreed hl .. lllf ..  
•• Id tIt.t her boyfriend, J.ffery JOHNSON wa present 
.eII JONU w. talida. eryIa& aad cart'JIq 08 .boat dae Inc:ldent. 
OR 05-05-051 wu told that.   •• s- broth. In 
law b." about aaother vktfm 01 JONES th.t laad loae uareported. Be 
laid th. 'entale wa •  who worked at the Costeo bakery 
III Bolle. On 05-12-051 .. et wltla Stad.t COiteo In BoI ... J explal.ed the 
easel wa worldllion and .. ked If .he woald be wIDIlll to Ipeak wi .. me. 
S .... aId .b. woald help ad qreed to. meet wlda Die 10, a more formal 
latemew. WeI 'he wlilavolved ,"til JONES ud tlaat he h.d 
.boled lI,r. She told .... ,he had been In eoaa .... ,or over • year 
bee .... of 1Iba. . 
o. 05-17-05Im .. with  at tb. Caidwel Pollee. I .. ked 
lIer ., ••• had beea lavolved with R .... eII JONES .h •• ald yes for about 5 
y ...... 1 then verified that w. w.re talldDI.bout he .... RatueU JONES 
. DOB  Ih ... 1d til •• wulli. aad ldeadfted hll two d.upten .. 
 I Iltowed •• r • pldure of the Jon. I waI 
IDYeltlptlDI.nd Ib, .ald It " .. til ....... JONES III. w .. lawlved wftia. 
J •• keeI  to tell me aboat her lDvolve ... t wltIl JONES. 
Sh ... Id after beiD.1 wltII It •• about two 1II0atli. he became lGUally 
.ballve. Il •• aW •• woald force .... leIf _ laer 1ft • ...,. ud D. would 
fIuDJ Jut Jive I.. Sla. told DIe about • coaple of .deIea. wllere lie 
raped .... wldle .... w ......... She Iaad ...... taldna vIeocIIM 'or , •• 
prior to a la)'ltendo8ay aad paned oat.  .... JONES .......... . 
wltII Ia .. "laU. th. WII pa.Ied-OIIt. Sh. eoalronW hi. ad Ia. _led It 
•• yI •• 1t wu .ot rape bea ... II. loved Iter. Stacl.aId JONES wat vel')' 
lIIIIIipulatlvenct e_troIII ... Ik ...... ted 1ft ewry ..... tIaeJ-wen--~--
topdaer •• d would Dot leav. her ....... til .h ... ve In. III Jun. of 2GOO 
wbn .Ia. WII brealdal up with lal .... beat faer lip at hi. pare.t'. laollle In 
Star. .... JONE lalt h.r several dna .. wltIa .. open h •• d ruptarfDl 
oa. of It.r ear dnuDa. 
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He ... abbed her by the arm. threw ber to the arouDd aDd beat ber head 
on th. around. She weDt to the Emera.Dey room til. followlDI day at 
SaJat AI'.. Sh. did not report til. laddeDt to tile poUee ba. III. did tell the 
doetor ",ho treated her at the hOlpltaL She also told a Ih'IfrieDd of hen 
the ..,. It •• ppelled.  .ald .he w .. wilUIl. to _dry If Ileedecl. Sh. 
IIped • medical rele ... 10 J could obtain the recard. from St AI'.. (See 
.eclleal record. aot .ttaehed) 
explained that It would .ot ".v. beeD unu.ual for bit .... lfri •• d to 
h.ve h' .. as • litter and to keep hllll arouad becau .. 01 how h • 
.... Iplll ... data ... 
A lot of wh.t  reported w •• llmlJar to what  w .. leIUa • 
• e. aad  both bee ... aeeu.tomed to Ju.t alwDllDto 
Jon.' •• :lu.1 aivaae .. Ju.t to pt him to .top. Botll.ubJeetl reported 
p.y.lcal and mental abuse 'nvolvlnllaJ. sexual detlret. 
/ 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISB No. 6090 
~.- !! r- n I'i ... i 
, . i 
~ ...... _ c •• ,J 
2009 APR 20 AM 9: 17 
, .. ~,' i~~i hi1E IT 
CLERK OF J~E COURT 
OEPUTVQ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2008-0002450 
WITNESS LIST AND 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
COMES NOW, The State ofIdaho by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby intends on calling the following witnesses at jury trial: 
1. Audra Shipp, Mountain Home, Idaho; 
2. Staci Johnson, Boise, Idaho; 
3. Melanie Commons, Boise, Idaho; 
4. Michael Barclay, Elmore County Sheriff's Office; 
5. Robert Chaney, Elmore County Sheriff's Office; and 
6. Cathy Sheffield, Elmore Medical Center. 
The State hereby reserves the right to call rebuttal or witnesses that may not have been disclosed 
as foundational witnesses pursuant to State y. I..qgez. 107 Idaho 726, 692 P .2d 370 (Ct App. 1984); and 
WITNESS LIST AND JURy INSTRUCTIONS - Page 1 
ORIGINAL 
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State v. Pierce, 107 Idaho 96,685 P.2d 833 (Ct. App. 1984).The State requests the followingjury 
instructions: 
1. The standard instructions regarding evidence, burden, and proof. 
2. The attached instructions. 
DATED This 16th day of April 2009. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
B~!\.ffi L Kris M. Schindele \J 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct copy of this document to the party listed below 
on today's date by the means check marked below: 
Van Bishop 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
__ Postage Prepaid Mail 
~ Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
DATED ThiS~~f April 2009. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
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ICJI 901 FEMALE RAPE 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to Count I, In order for the defendant to be guilty of Rape, the state 
must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about May 22, 2008 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Russell Jones caused his penis to penetrate, however 
slightly, the vaginal opening of Audra Shipp. a female person, 
4. she resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force or violence and 
5. which fact was known to the defendant. 
If an, of the a~ ha not beeR proven beyond a reasonable doubt, yot.t 
must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond 
a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
082 
ICJI 904 RESISTANCE TO RAPE 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
Although Audra Shipp must have resisted the act of penetration, the 
amount of resistance need only be such as would show the victJm's lack of 
consent to the act. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 225 INCLUDED OFFENSES-TRANSITION 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to Count I, if your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty 
of Rape, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next 
consider the included offense of Battery With Intent to Commit Rape. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 970 BATTERY WITH INTENT TO COMMIT RAPE 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to Count I, in order for the defendant to be guilty of Battery with Intent 
to Commit Rape, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about May 22, 2008 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Russell Jones committed a battery upon Audra Shipp, a 
female, and 
4. when committing such battery the defendant had the intent to use such 
force as was necessary to cause his penis to penetrate, however Slightly, her 
vaginal opening, without her consent. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 901 FEMALE RAPE 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to COlint II, In order for the defendant to be guilty of Rape, the state 
must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about May 28, 2008 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Russell Jones caused his penis to penetrate, however 
slightly, the vaginal opening of Audra Shipp, a femal. person, 
4. she reSisted, but her resistance was overcome by force or violence and 
5. which fact was known to the defendant. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonabte doubt, you 
must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond 
a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 225 INCLUDED OFFENSES-TRANSITION 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to Count II, if your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty 
of Rape, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next 
consider the included offense of Battery With Intent to Commit Rape. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
08? 
ICJI 970 BATTERY WITH INTENT TO COMMIT RAPE 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
As to Count II, in order for the defendant to be guilty of Battery with Intent 
to Commit Rape, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about May 28, 2008 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Russell Jones committed a battery upon Audra Shipp, a 
female, and 
4. when committing such battery the defendant had the intent to use such 
force as was necessary to cause his penis to penetrate, however slightly, her 
vaginal opening, without her consent. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you 
must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond 
a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 1203 BATTERY DEFINED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
A -battery- is committed when a person: 
(1) willfully and unlawfully uses force or violence upon the person of 
another; or 
(2) actually, intentionally and unlawfully touches or strikes another person 
against the will of the other; or 
(3) unlawfully and Intentionally causes bodily harm to an IndMdual. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustaine6 
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ICJI1211 BATTERY WITH INTENT TO COMMIT-WHEN INTENT MUST 
EXIST 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
The crime of Battery With Intent to Commit Rape is complete if a battery is 
made and at any moment during the battery the aggressor intends to commit 
rape. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled 
__ Sustained 
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ICJI 223 INSTRUCTION ON USE OF VERDICT FORM WITH QUESTIONS 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
In this case you will retum a verdict, consisting of a series of questions. 
Although the explanations on the verdict form are self-explanatory, they are part 
of my instructions to you. I will now read the verdict form to you. It states: 
"We, the Jury, for our verdict, unanimously answer the question(s) 
submitted to us as follows: 
QUESTION NO.1: As to Count I, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty __ _ 
If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Gullty-, then you should 
proceed to question no. 3. If you unanimously answered Question No.1 "Not 
Gullty", then proceed to answer Question No.2. 
QUESTION NO.2: As to Count I, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Battery With Intent to Commit Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty __ _ 
Once you answer Question No.2, then you should proceed to Question 
No.3. 
QUESTION NO.3: As to Count II, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty _" 
If you unanimously answered Question No. 3 "Gullty-, then you should 
sign the verdict and contact the bailiff. If you unanimously answered Question 
NO.3-Not Guilty", then proceed to answer Question NO.4. 
QUESTION NO.4: As to Count II, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Battery With Intent to Commit Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty _-
'fha-verm fOrrrr m.-n flas a prace for it to De dated ana sfgned YOU-
should sign the verdict form as explained in another instruction. 
__ Objection 
__ Overruled __ Sustained 
091 
ICJI 224 VERDICT FORM WITH QUESTIONS 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2008-0002450 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly impaneled and sworn to try the above-entitled action, 
for our verdict, unanimously answer the question(s) submitted to us as follows: 
QUESTION NO.1: As to Count I, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty __ _ 
If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Gulltyll, then you should 
proceed to question no. 3. If you unanimously answered Question No.1 '''Not 
GuIItyH, then proceed to answer Question No.2. 
QUESTION NO.2: As to Count I, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Battery With Intent to Commit Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty __ _ 
Once you answer Question No.2, then you should proceed to Question 
No.3. 
QUESTION NO.3: As to Count II, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty _II 
.. , ttyou-unanlmousty answlJreCf O'liesfiOn N'o~' 3" ·(Jumy~ trien yoir sn6u)(f-
sign the verdict and contact the bailiff. If you unanimously answered Question 
No.3 "Not Guilty", then proceed to answer Question No.4. 
092 
QUESnON NO.4: As to Count II, is Russell Jones guilty or not guilty of 
Battery With Intent to Commit Rape? 
Not Guilty _ Guilty _. 
DATED this _ day of April 2009. 
Presiding OffIcer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
BON. CBBRI COPSBY APR%L 23 , 24, 2009 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSs.; u... G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~==~~==~-----------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Van Bishop 
Public Defender 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for JURy TRIAL, defendant present, in custody, 
bond set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
CD No. D10-09 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 
9:18 to 
11:18 to 
1:21 to 
2:55 to 
4:12 to 
Friday, April 24, 2009 
9:01 to 
10:21 to 
11:00 to 
12:24 to 
4:47 to 
Thursday, April 23 2009 
9:18 Call of case. 
11:09 
12:14 
2:43 
4:03 
4:43 
10:09 
10:51 
11:15 
1:35 
4:54 
COURT MINUTES - April 23 & 24, 2009 
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court advised parties that the jury had been pre drawn 
and of the reasons that some of the jurors had been 
excused prior to Court. 
Discussion between Court and counsel regarding some 
preliminary matters that need to be addresses. 
Counsel stipulate for Juror #140 and #146 to be 
excused. 
Statement made by Ms. Schindele requesting additional 
questions to the jury panel - has anyone been the 
victim or has anyone been accused of a sexual offense. 
The Court addresses the motion in limine filed. 
Mr. Bishop had no objection. 
The Court advises it is concerned on relevance of post 
convictions of the defendant and that counsel would 
like to reference the past acts in the opening 
statements. 
Argument made by Ms. Schindele. Ms. Schindele advises 
that it is relevant to the case. 
Argument made by Mr. Bishop. 
The Court will reserve the ruling on the Motion in 
Limine. 
Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Juror #146 was advised that he is excused. 
Court advised the .j ury of the case/procedure. Roll 
call taken. Court advised the jury panel of procedure, 
introduction of parties. Pre-voir dire instruction 
read. 
Jury panel sworn for voir dire examination. 
Ms. Schindele requests that juror #212 be excused. 
Mr. Bishop had no objection. 
The Court excused juror #212. 
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10:54 
11:09 
11:18 
11:21 
11:38 
Jury panel excused except juror #223, #130, and #124 
for additional questioning outside of the jury panel. 
Recess. 
Back on record. 
Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Ms. Schindele voir dire jury panel. 
Ms. Schindele pass panel for cause. 
Mr. Bishop voir dire jury panel. 
Mr. Bishop pass panel for cause. 
State's peremptory challenges were: 
1. #87 David Hodge 
2. #232 Sean Cahalin 
3. #104 Christine Mooneyham 
4. #124 James Swenson 
5. #85 David Spafford 
6. #78 Aaron Peter 
7. #207 Victor Janacaro 
8. #72 Tamara Borsom 
9. #228 Connie Rodgers 
10. #102 Shana Hennessey 
11. #89 Desiree Fredell 
Defendant's peremptory challenges were: 
1. #216 MaryAnne Sestero-Hicks 
2. #168 Belinda Romero 
3. #166 David Hilt 
4. #84 Emma Thayer 
5. #142 Bruce Morgan 
6. #109 Patricia Christiansen 
7. #94 Jean Likens 
8. #119 Estella Crabtree 
9. #145 Chan Airhart 
10. #193 Kay Cresto 
11. #182 Patricia Peters 
Court advised counsel of panel to try case. 
Counsel agree as read. 
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12:11 
12: 14 
1:21 
Panel seated to try case. 
1.#199 Wanda Baker 
2. #82 Ginger Streeter 
3.#164 Levi Halle 
4. #93 Pamela Briggs 
5.#230 William Spencer 
6.#174 Donald Wood 
7. #98 Charlena Gomez 
8.#107 Dennis Durbin 
9.#209 Shawn Groesbeck 
10.#153 Brian Thayer 
11.#139 Richard Crockett 
12.#160 Mary Heffron 
13.#112 Gail Best 
Counsel accept panel as impanelled. 
Jury panel sworn to try case. 
Balance of panel excused at 12:14. 
Recess. 
Back on the record. 
Discussion between 
preliminary matters. 
Court and counsel regarding 
Statement made by Ms. Schindele regarding the writing 
on the exterior of the tape. 
Mr. Bishop had no objection to redacting exterior of 
the tape. 
The Court advises that the exhibit be redacted. 
1:25 Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
1:25 Pre-trial instructions read by Court. 
Court read Information and advised jury of defendant's 
plea of not guilty. 
1:29 Pre-trial instructions continued. 
1:38 Opening statement by Ms. Schindele. 
1:45 Opening statement by Mr. Bishop. 
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1:48 
2:16 
2:33 
Ms. Schindele calls Audra Shipp. 
Audra Shipp sworn and testifies. 
Direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Objectionrmade by Ms. Schindele. 
The Court advises that it will take a recess to take up 
the matter outside of the jury panel. 
2:33 Jury panel excused to the jury room. 
Statement made by Mr. Bishop regarding a prior 
incident. 
The Court advises that there was not a motion filed to 
present testimony on this subject. 
Argument made by Ms. Schindele. 
Argument made by Mr. Bishop. 
The Court advises that it will not allow this line of 
questioning. 
The Court cited Rule 403. 
2:43 Recess. 
2:55 Back on record. 
Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Defendant's Exhibit A marked and offered. 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
Response by the Court. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
3:43 Re-direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Stat~ ~ Exhibit-- #s ·marked and-offered; 
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Ms. Schindele moves for the admittance of State's 
Exhibit #3. 
No objection by Mr. Bishop. 
Without objection State's Exhibit #3 is admitted. 
3:52 Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
The court sustained the objection. 
3:59 Re-cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
4:02 
4:03 
4:12 
4: 13 
4:18 
4:23 
4:24 
4:26 
4:28 
Mg. Schindele advise~ that she has nothing further for 
the witness. 
The Court advises the witness that she can step down 
but is subject to recall. 
Recess. 
Back on record. 
Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Ms. Schindele calls Kathy Sheffield. 
Ms. Sheffield sworn and testifies. 
Direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Re-direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Ms. Schindele advises that she has nothing further for 
the witness. 
The Court excused the witness. 
The jury panel excused to the jury room to take up 
matters outside the presence of the jury. 
Motion in Limine addressed by the Court. 
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4:28 
4:31 
4:34 
4:35 
4:41 
4:43 
Argument made by Ms. Schindele. 
Argument made by Mr. Bishop. 
Response by Ms. Schindele. 
The Court advises that it can be brought up in 
testimony on rebuttal of Ms. Commons and advises that 
it has not met the threshold at this point. 
The jury panel present and in their proper places. 
The Court instructed the jurors to return tomorrow 
morning at 9:00. 
The Court is in recess. 
Friday, April 24, 2009 
9:01 Case recalled. 
Parties are present and ready to proceed. 
Preliminary matters addressed. 
Motion made by Mr. Bishop to redact the State's audio 
tape. 
Response by Ms. Schindele. 
The Court denied the motion. The Court advises that 
the statement in the audio is not prejudicial. 
9:06 Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Ms. Schindele calls Detective Robert Chaney. 
Robert Chaney sworn and testifies. 
9:07 Direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Sh09- . 
State's Exhibit #2 marked and offered. 
moves to admit exhibit. 
No objection by Mr. Bishop. 
Ms. Schindele 
Without objection State's Exhibit #2 is admitted. 
State'!t exhibit #2 published to the--jury-;-
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9:54 Direct examination continued by Ms. Schindele. 
9:57 
10:02 
10:03 
10:09 
10:21 
10:21 
10:24 
10:25 
1(}:32 
State's Exhibit # 1 marked and offered. 
Ms. Schindele moves to admit State's Exhibit #1. 
No objection by Mr. Bishop. 
State's Exhibit #1 admitted and published to the jury. 
Direct examination continued by Ms. Schindele. 
Cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Defendant's Exhibit D marked and offered. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room. 
Recess. 
Back on the record. 
Jury panel present and in their proper places. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
Sustained: 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
OVerruled. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Defendant's Exhibit c marked and offered. 
Mr. Bishop moves for the admission of Defendant's 
Exhibit C. 
Ms. Schindele had no objection. 
Without objection Defendant's Exhibit C is admitted and 
published to the jury. 
Cross-examination continued by ME'. B-ishop-. ~--~~-
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10:32 
10:34 
10:36 
10:38 
10:39 
10:40 
10:41 
10:42 
10:43 
10:45 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
OVerruled. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Objection made by Ms. Schindele. 
Sustained. 
Cross examination continued by Mr. Bishop. 
Re-direct examination by Ms. Schindele. 
Objection made by Mr. Bishop. 
OVerruled. 
Re-direct examination continued by Ms. Schindele. 
State's Exhibit #4 marked. 
Re-direct examination continued by Ms. Schindele. 
Ms. Schindele moves to admit State's Exhibit #4. 
Objection made by Mr. Bishop. 
Sustained. 
Re-direct examination continued by Ms. Schindele. 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Ms. Schindele had nothing further for this witness. 
The Court excused the witness. 
Ms. Schindele advises that the State rests. 
The Court advises the defendant on his right to testify 
or not to testify. 
The defendant understands his right to testify. 
Mr. Bishop moves for directed verdict as to Count II. 
Argument made by Ms. Schindele. 
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10:46 
10:51 
11:00 
11:14 
11:15 
12:24 
Response made by Mr. Bishop. 
The Court denies that motion. 
Recess. 
Back on the record. 
Mr. Bishop advises that the defendant will not be 
testifying. 
Voir dire by the Court to the defendant. 
The defendant advises that he will not be testifying. 
The Court advises that it will address the jurr" 
instructions. 
Mr. Bishop advises that he has not received the packet. 
The Court advises that the packet was emailed. 
Ms. Schindele advises that she will provide the defense 
with the State's copy. 
The Court reviewed the jury instructions. 
Ms. Schindele had no objections. 
Mr. Bishop had no objections. 
Ms. Schindele accepts the jury instructions. 
Mr. Bishop accepts the jury instructions. 
The jury panel is present and in their proper places. 
Mr. Bishop advises that the defense rests. 
The Court released the jury panel for lunch and they 
are to return at 12:30. 
Recess. 
Back on the record. 
Jury instruction provided to counsel. 
------±1~_:_3_2:t-~·~-Jw::y_!'anel" pres~ and-in- their proper places-.------------
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12:42 
12:57 
1:23 
4:45 
Final instructions to jury panel given by the Court. 
Ms. Schindele closing arguments. 
Mr. Bishop closing arguments. 
Ms. Schindele final closing arguments. 
Bailiff sworn. 
Alternate juror excused at 1:35. 
Jury retires to deliberate at 1:31. 
Recess at 1:35. 
Court has been advised that the jury has reached a 
verdict. 
Panel present and in proper places at 4:45. 
Court read verdict. 
Verdict 4:47. 
Counsel waives the polling of the jury. 
Closing instruction to jury panel by the Court. 
The Court revokes the defendant's bond and set this for 
SENTENCING on July 2, 2009 at9:00 o'clock a.m. The 
Court ordered a presentence report, psychological 
evaluation to be prepared by Dr. Somkey. 
Ms. Schindele is to prepare the order for the 
evaluation. 
Jury panel excused at 4:54 p.m. 
The defendant remained in the custody of the sheriff. 
4:54 p.m. adjourned. 
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IN 1lffi DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. C{t-1OO8-1450 
vs. ) 
) VERDICf FORM 
-
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, ) 
) COUNT I 
Defendant, ) 
) 
We the jury in the above entitled case unanimously find the defendant: (Please check only 
15 one choice). 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2S 
29 
30 
31 
Not Guilty. 
Not Guilty of Rape but Guilty of the included offense of Battery with the 
Intent to Commit Rape. 
l Guilty of Rape. 
j (, Dated this ' day of April, 2009. 
PRESIDING JUROR 
,, - --- -- _. ---.- -.--. ,--."' ._ , " " - -- ~ - . 
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IN mE DISTRICT COURT OF mE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRI~IU:te~~~ 
mE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR mE COUNlY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-2008-2458 
vs. ) 
.. . .. -
) VERDICT FORM 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, ) 
) COUNTn 
Defendant, ) 
) 
We the jury in the above entitled case unanimously find the defendant: (Please check only 
15 one choice). 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
-- 2& 
29 
30 
31 
x 
Dated this 
Not Guilty. 
Not Guilty of Rape but Guilty of the included offense of Battery with the 
Intent to Commit Rape. 
Guilty . 
J(l day of April, 2009. 
PRESIDING JUROR 
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~ ~~. I ___ RESET (Cler1c,checkIf tPPllceble) 
. - I 
4th District Judicial District Court, State of Idaho I. P" I. 
In and For the County of Elmore 2009 APR 2.. n .. : 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
va. 
Name ~YS5t41 
Addr~ ________________________ __ 
Defendant 
) c",~£$tJltiM8.T :i~ ! Ct;&\\ DEPUTY 
)----------------------------- 
) REQUIRED ROA CODES: (Enter the .pproprl.te cod.) 
) 
) PS101· Ord.r for Pr.sent.nce Inv •• tlgatlon R.port (only) 
) PSMH1- Ord.r for Pre.ent.nce Inv •• tlgatlon R.port and 
) M.ntal H.alth A ..... m.nt 
) PUA1- Order for Preeentence Inveetftatlon Report anct 
) Sub.tance Abuse As .... m.nt 
~--~--~----~~------------~~~~--~--) ~~, 
. , 2009, 1lfIt .... ntence 1Jwe~gatlon R.port wa. ord.red by U. Honorabl~ 
to be compl.ted for Court appearance on J lA' , i ~:c . . , 200t at: .::1: 00 ~p,m, at 
above •• ted coUrthOUH. 
EVALUATIONS TO BE DONE; Copy of lI,b .yaly.Uon to bt lInt to Pru.nttnct InyutlatUon om,. to bt Inclydtd with PSI 
Und.r Ie 11·2524 ...... m.nt(.) I. ( .... ) ord .... d which .hallinciude • crlmlnog.nlc rI.k ...... m.nt of the d.fend.nt 
pu ... uant to (IC 11.2524(4»: 
o Mental Health examination as defined In IC 19-2524(3), Including any plan for treatment (PSMH1 ROA cod.); .ID.!Um 
o Substance Abus. Ass.ssm.nt as defined In IC 19-2524(2) Including any plan for tr.atm.nt. (PSSA1 ROA cod.) 
Other non- 111.2524 .v.lu.tlon.,.xamln.tlo ..... ord .... d for u .. with the PSI: 
o S.x Offender 0 Dom.stlc Vlol.nce ~Oth.r~1c:.~~'t.~ Evaluator: ~'- - S;)~'1 
· 0 No Iv.lu.tlon ..... ord .... d. (PSI01 ROA cod.) 
EFENSE COUNSEL: JOuo. ~ '\ ~h.D \l 
ROSECUTOR: br'DM Ok ~', '" at rJ (d 
, E DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: .p:'fES 0 NO If y •• where: E \ moct..? c:.o ~ 
· PLEA AGREEMENT: Stat. recommendation 
'M-4J/JOC 0 Probation 0 PO R.lmb 0 Fine 0 ACJ 0 R.stltutlon 0 Other: 
Oat.: Signature: ______ ~:------_------------------~:""'::'" 
Judg. •• * * PEFlN6AN!W!o:AnlON:~ DOYDUNEEDANINTERPRETER? 'NO a YES 
· Name. ~ ss.!.l_ \,,~ 1Male 0 Female 0 RACE: Caucasian 0 Hispanic 0 Other 
Address: ~). b~S= City: ftf~ ~rt state:ID ZIP: __ ~rJ 
.' 
. Telephone: ____________ ~M.ssage Phone: _______________ Worlc Phone: ______ _ 
· Employer. ____ --------=---------- Worll' Addreu: eI~-·--· - -···· _ .. _ ...... SocIalSecurltyNumMF. H • 
ame & Phone Number of nearest relative: ----"-Z--E~'1"I'S~-""0-49"-)iJ~~:iL--....l''6LG~n~r9';JIC-...J\ ... AaAll:l:....IL .... s= ____ _ 
==-?:D-OB (/ 
___ ....I..iLIoo&.----=~ ___ ... _'-t::bl~---------JAlT8stlng Agency: _____________________ _ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTQ~~ '-.:, :"' 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFEL~b~b~:~rl -, 
DEPurt , 1'\ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
8 Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR-200!-24S0 
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vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES 
Defendant. 
JURy INSTRUCTIONS 
HONORABLE CHERI COPSEY 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
PRESIDING 
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INSTRUCTION NO.1 
Now that you have been swom as jmofS to try this case, I want to go over with you what will 
be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At the end 
of the trial, I will give you m<re detailed guidance on how you are to reach your decision. 
Because the State has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the State's opening statement, 
the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the State has presented its case. 
The State will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the defendant The 
defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defendant does present 
evidence, the State may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the 
defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law. After 
you have heard the instructions, the State and the defense will each be given time for closing 
arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you understand 
how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are the closing 
arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your 
decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted 
into evidence and any notes taken by you in court. 
II ' 
1 INSTRUcnON NO.2 
2 This criminal case has been brought by the state of Idaho. I will sometimes refer to the state as 
3 the prosecution. 
4 
5 The defendant is charged by the State of Idaho with violation of law. The charges against the 
6 defendant are contained in the Information. I will read the Information and state the defendant's plea. 
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The Infonnation is simply a description of the charges; it is not evidence. 
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II ' 
INSTRUcnON NO.3 
A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent This presumption places upon the 
4 state the burden of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, a defendant, 
5 although accused, begins the trial with a clean slate with no evidence against the defendant If, after 
6 
considering all the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a reasonable doubt as to the 
7 
8 defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere possible doubt, because everything 
relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary 
doubt It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison and consideration of all the 
13 evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding 
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conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the charge. 
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INSTRUcnON NO.4 
Your duties are to detennine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to those 
facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions regardless of 
your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the law to be. You 
must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the 
instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your 
decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should 
influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the 
administration of justice. 
In detennining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At times 
during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to 
an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law. Arguments on 
the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor 
affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the witness may not 
answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer 
might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a 
25 particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your 
26 
later deliberations. 
27 
28 Duririg die trial I may have to talk With the p8:cties abOut tlierutes of law WhlcbSboUldappty iii 
29 this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you from the 
30 
31 courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. You are not to speculate 
about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the trial run more smoothly. 
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Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" and 
"hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the evidence 
admitted in this trial. 4 
5 However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of the 
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facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it 
There is no magical fOlUlula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you to this 
courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs you detennine 
for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you attach to what you are 
told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in making these decisions are the 
considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses may 
have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each witness you 
heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that matter. 
In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the qualifications and 
credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not bound by such opinion. 
Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
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II. 
1 INSTRUCTION NO.5 
2 If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined to favor the 
3 
claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any such suggestion. I 
4 
5 will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any opinion as to which witnesses 
6 are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not established; or what inferences should be drawn 
7 from the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these 
8 
9 matters, I instruct you to disregard it 
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INSTRUCTION NO.6 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not in any 
4 way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to determine the appropriate 
5 penalty or punishment 
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INSTRUcnON NO.7 
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you do take 
notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to decide the 
case. You should not let note taking distract you so that you do not hear other answers by witnesses. 
When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not be 
overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person the duty of 
taking notes for all of you. 
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INSTRucnON NO.8 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions at any 
time you leave the jUlY box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when you leave the 
5 courtroom to go home at night 
6 First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during the course 
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of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and not form or express an opinion 
about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have heard all the evidence, after you 
have heard my final instruction and after the final arguments. You may discuss this case with the other 
members of the jUlY only after it is submitted to you for your decision. All such discussion should take 
place in the jury room. 
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk about 
it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report that to the bailiff as soon as 
you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow jurors about what has happened. 
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses. By 
this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all, even to pass the time of day. In no 
other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect from you as jurors. 
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside of the 
courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an explicit order 
from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, public records, internet 
or any other source of Indictment unless I specifically authorize you to do so. 
-- -
Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television 
broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and not 
upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened. 
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II. 
INSTRUCTION NO.9 
4 Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count separately 
5 on the evidence and the law that applies to it, uninfluenced by your decision as to any other count 
6 The defendant may be found guilty or not guilty on any or all of the offenses charged. 
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II. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 10 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law. 
4 You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and ignore 
5 others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are bound to 
6 follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my instruction that you 
7 
8 must follow. 
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I. 
INSTRUcnON NO. 11 
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts to the 
law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence presented in the case. 
The evidence you are to consider consists of: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
sworn testimony of witnesses; 
exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and 
any facts to which the parties have stipulated. 
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including: 
1. arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What 
they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is included to help 
you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them differ from 
the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory; 
2. testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed 
to disregard; and 
3. anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session. 
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INSTRUcnON NO. 12 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you find 
5 the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise date. 
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II. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 13 
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and intent. 
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INSTRUcnON NO. 14 
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Rape, as charged in Count I of the Infonnation, the 
state must prove each of the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
On or about the 22nd day of May 2008 
in the state ofldaho 
the defendant RUSSELL GEORGE JONES caused his penis to 
penetrate, however slightly, the vaginal opening of Audra 
Shipp, a female person, and 
she resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force or 
violence. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
15 defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
16 find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUcnON NO. 15 
4 If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Rape as charged in Count It 
5 you must acquit the defendant of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included 
6 
offense of Battery with Intent to Commit Rape. 
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1 
2 INSTRUCTION NO. 16 
3 As to Count I, in order for the defendant to be guilty of Battery with Intent to Commit Rape, 
4 the state must prove each of the following: 
5 1. On or about May 22, 2008 
6 2. in the state ofIdaho 
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3. 
4. 
the defendant Russell Jones committed a battery upon Audra Shipp, a female, and 
wb.eD committing sucl1 battery the defendam had the intent to use such force 8& 
was necessary to cause his penis to penetrate, however slightly, her vaginal 
opening, without her consent 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
14 find the defendant guilty. 
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11. 
INSTRUcnON NO. 17 
4 In order for the defendant to be guilty of Rape, as charged in Count II of the Information, the 
5 state must prove each of the following: 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
On or about the 28th day of May 2008 
in the state of Idaho 
the defendant RUSSELL GEORGE JONES caused his penis to 
penetrate, however slightly, the vaginal opening of Audra 
Shipp, a female person, and 
she resisted, but her resistance was overcome by force or 
violence. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRucnON NO. 18 
If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Rape as charged in Count II, 
you must acquit the defendant of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included 
6 offense of Battery with Intent to Commit Rape. 
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2 INSTRUCTION NO. 19 
3 As to Count n, in order for the defendant to be guilty of Battery with Intent to Commit Rape, 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
On or about May 28, 2008 
in the state of Idaho 
the defendant Russell Jones committed a battery upon Audra Shipp, a female, and 
when committing such battery the defendant had the intent to use such force as 
was necessary to cause his penis to penetrate, however slightly, her vaginal 
opening, without her consent. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRucnON NO. 20 
Although Audra Shipp must have resisted the act of penetration, the amount of resistance 
4 need only be such as would show the victim's lack of consent to the act. 
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.II. 
INSTRUcnON NO. 21 
A "battery" is committed when a person: 
(1) willfully and unlawfully uses force or violence upon the person 
of another; or 
(2) actually, intentionally and unlawfully touches or strikes another 
person against the will of the other; or 
(3) unlawfully and intentionally causes bodily harm to an 
individual. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 22 
3 A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify. The decision 
4 
whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and assistance of the defendant's 
5 
6 lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the fact that the defendant does not testify t 
7 nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter into your deliberations in any way. 
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INSTRUCfION NO. 23 
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some of the 
matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few minutes 
5 counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury room for your 
8 
deliberations. 
7 
8 The argwnents and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember the facts 
9 differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your decision on what you 
10 
11 
12 
remember. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It is 
13 rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the case or to 
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state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the beginning, your sense of pride may be aroused, 
and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are 
not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the 
ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making your 
individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence you 
have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that relates to this case 
as contained in these instructions. 
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and change 
27 your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion that your 
28 
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31 
original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during the trial and the 
law as given you in these instructions. 
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Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective of 
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of you 
4 must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and consideration of 
5 the case with your fellow jurors. 
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However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of 
evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels otherwise 
or for the purpose of returning a lmanimous verdict. 
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II. 
INSTRucnON NO. 24 
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part of 
the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on them in any way. 
You will each receive a copy of the instructions. The copies will be presented to you in 
booklet form. Please do not write or mark any of the copies. 
The instructions are numbered for convenience in refening to specific instructions. There may 
or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not concern yourselves 
about such gap. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 25 
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach a 
verdict. Whether some of the instructions apply will depend upon your determination of the facts. 
You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you determine does not 
exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given that the Court is 
8 expressing any opinion as to the facts. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 26 
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will preside over 
4 your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues submitted for 
5 your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to express himself or 
6 
herself upon each question. 
7 
8 In this case, your verdict must be Imanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the presiding 
9 juror will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
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Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully discussed 
13 the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with me, you may 
14 
15 send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury stands until you 
16 have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so. 
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A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with these 
instructions. 
~ 
-
Dated this ~ ~ of April, 2009. 
.13 C 
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IN nm DISTRICT COUR.T OF THE FOURTH: JUDICIAL OI~~RJn' IL7r1"~ 
THS STATB OP IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF 
THE STATS or IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
ve. 
Defendant. 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
J 
Case No. ct.- "l);CS - d.'4..~ 
ORDER REVOKING BOND 
The Court having revoked the bond in the above entitled 
case, you are hereby ordered to take the above named defendant 
into your custody. 
CHARG3 , 1:0 ~ 't. C1 
NEW BOND SST AT: Go ~C\d.) ~ 
Dated this<1~day ot~ .' 2009. 
~ ~ 
ORDER REVOKING BOND 
04/2T/ZOO, ION 08;38 [Tl/HI NO 7747J 
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21? , 
--_ ....... "'. ""'" ......... 
KRISTINA M. SCBINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSEC11TlNG ATlORNEY 
1908.4· B. 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELBPHONE: (208) 587-2144, CIIi 503 
FACSJMILB: (208) 587-2147 
LS.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRlCJ' COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICJ' OF 
STATE OF mARO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR.-2()()8..()()()240 
Plaintitl; ) 
) 
VI. ) ORDER JlORPSYCBOSEXVAL 
) BV ALUAnON AT COUNTY 
) 
RUSSELL lONES, ) 
Defendant ) 
) 
THE COURT having heard in open court on April 24, 2009, tho Defeddant '. 
request fOT tho psychosexual evaluation ordered pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 18-8304 and 1 316 
to be oonduc:tcd. at county expcmse. and good cause appearinl theretrom, 
IT IS H:ElmBY ORDERED that Dr. Chad Sombke will CODduct a p~hoscxua1 t:'lUJaIbOll 
of the Defendant and paymco.t for the PU1pOIIC of conductiq said psychosexual evaluation of the 
Defendant shall bo at County cx:peoae in that the Defendant is both indipm add in need of said 
evaluation as required by the afi.lrcuid statutca. 
IT IS FUll1llE1l ORDERED that as a conctitioD of 'lIlY sa:Itc:IIce ea.taed haeiD tba 
Defendant shall be required to repay the coUDty for tho cost of said evaluation pursuant to Le. t 
18-8318. 
Defendant is hereby placed on notice that he retains his Fifth Amendment right to nmain 
silent regarding his participation in and cooperation with tho psychosexual evaluation ordered 
ORDER FOR PSYCHOSEXUAL EV ALUADON AT COUNTY EXPENSE- 1 
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..., 
o , 
berein. Defendant should consult counsel reprdins whether be should assert or waive his Fifth 
Amendment right to rcma.in Iilenl However, the final deeision reprding waiver in tbis matter 
lies with the DefeI1dant, Finally. it the ~fendant waives his Fifth Amendment riaht to remain 
silent with reepoct to the psychosexual evaluation herein. the evaluation. shall be released to the 
Court with copiet for counsel The Defendant cannot partially waive biI Fifth Amendment right 
to remain silent by pncipatina in tho evkuation yet retaininS the right to reviC'N the evaluation 
I 
to determine ~ i\,;hould be reJ.., to the Court and the State. 
Dated this ..et day of May, 2009. ' 
CHERI" COPSEY 
District Iudp 
ORDER FOR PSYCHOSEXUAL EVALUATION AT COUNTY EXPENSlt-l 
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gtlJlK'S CQ11FICAD OJ'SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have OD this my of May, 2009, served. a copy of the 
within and foregoing ORDER. FOR. PSYCHOSEXUAL EVALUATION AT COUNTY 
EXPENSE to: 
Kriatina Schjnde1e 
ProsecutinJ Attornoy 
1905outh411Eut 
Mountam Home, Idaho 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-2147 
Terry S. Ratli8'Law 0fliceI, Cbtd. 
290 South ttl BaIt 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-69-40 
Mana Grimmett 
C/O Elmore County CourthoUICI 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Dr. Chad Sombke 
2498 N. Stokosbary Place, Suite 160 
Meridian. m 83646 
Fax No. (208) 898-9922 
By: 
By: 
By: 
. 
/" • Hand Dclivay 
__ u.s. Mail 
--
Facaimile Tranmrlssion 
/" Hand Delivery 
Certified. Mail 
--
__ U.S.Mail 
--
Facaimi1e Tnmamission 
./ Hand delivery 
_u.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
-
Hand Delivery 
-7--,or.c-u.s. Mail 
--
Facsimile Transmission 
-I 
BY~ Clerk 
I I 
\ 
) 
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." 
KRlsnNA M. SCHINDELE f \ LE.O 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUnNG ATTORNEY 30 p~ 3~ 42 
190 South 4th East I >jti) jUt' 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83847 ARSt. P\.U~~~:t 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 ~ERIC.j;10f tHE 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 rl,ut1. 
ISB No. 6090 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL GEORGE JONES, 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-200s-QOO2450 
NOTICE OF FILING 
VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 
TO: The above-named Defendant and his counsel of record, Ratliff Law 
Offices, 290 S. ~ E., Mountain Home, Idaho 83647: 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Elmore 
County Prosecuting Attomey, and hereby flies a copy of the Victim Impact Statement 
prepared by Audra Shipp. 
DATED This 30th day of June 2009. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
E E CO e OSECUTING ATTORNEY 
~ 
NonCE OF FIUNCi VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT - Page 1 1'tN/8/~O 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct copy of this document to the 
party listed below on today's date by the means check marked below: 
Ratliff Law Offlces, Chtd. 
Counsel for Defendant 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, 1083647 
__ Postage Prepaid Mail 
---r Hand Delivered 
--L Facsimile 
The Honorable Cheri C. Copsey _ Hand Delivered 
Resident Chambers -.-/ U.S. Mail 
209 W. Front Street' .L.. FacsfmiIe~ 
Boise, Idaho 83702-7300 
Facsimile No. 287·7529 
DATED This 30th day of June 2009. 
NOTICE OF FILING VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT· page 2 
. .,; ~ . 
June 18, 2009 
To Whom It May Concern, 
Since the sexual assaults in May 2008, my life has been turned inside out. For months 
after the incfdents everyday activities seemed almost unbearable. I became extremely depressed 
and isolated myself from my friends and family so they did not have to witness the emotional 
distress I wu suffering. I was embarrassed, ashamed and in denial about what had happened to 
me. I did not want to accept that Russ, someone I had trusted and loved, could violate me and 
hurt me the way he did. Every moment of the day, I replayed the incidents over and over again 
trying to m¥e sense of what had happened and looking for answers for why it happened. I 
became so mutiety ridden and fearful that it became a struggle to leave my home without 
experi~ panic attacks on a regular basts. I couldn't sleep because it seemed lite every night 
I would waJr.o up in a cold sweat or wake myself up by holding my breath from my nightmares. 
Life became so unbearable, there was no way of escaping what had happened to me and I began 
to question whother I could live life this way anymore, every day seemed harder and harder to 
get through. 
Those incidents not only affected me but my children as well. As hard as I tried to 
shield them from what happened they still had to witness the emotional ramifications I was going 
through. They had to witness the uncontrollable crying for what seemed to them no reason at all, 
the emotional outbursts of anger over petty things and in general just not having their Il1OID, at 
least not in ~ sense they were used to. It was so hard for me to be a loving, caring and 
emotionally supportive mother when it seemed like I was on a emotional rollercoaster all the 
time and that I was falling apart emotionally and physically. I couldn't help myself or take care 
of myself let alone anyone else at that point. One incident that still haunts me is when my 9 year 
old daughtof tried to give me a hug and I pushed her away because I couldn't stand to have 
anyone touch me, the look on her face that day still breaks my heart. I couldn't explain to her 
what Russ, ~ man she had known her entire life and that she referred to as "Uncle Russ", had 
done to me. 
What Russ did to me impacted every aspect of my life. It impaired my ability to trust 
people and tJly own judgment of people; it diminished my self esteem and self confidence and 
left me a fearful and timid individual. It affected my academic career, due to my inability to 
focus on anything other than the assaults and the panic attacb I was experiencing. It became so 
intense at tiJpes that I had to leave classes because I was hyperventilating and got to the point 
that I had to 'stop attending one class lecture altogether. 
Althouah a little over a year has gone by since the assaults, I still struggle with what Russ 
did to me. J'm still trying to make sense of it all, even though I know there are no answers for 
what happened. I still struggle with selfblame and guilt from time to time due to the fad that 
Russ was Oil" someone who was a large part of my life and my best friend. I know they say 
time heals aJI wounds but in all honesty I don't know if I will ever fully recover from this, being 
violated anq having my trust betrayed by Russ has left such a deep emotional wound I can only 
hope at thWpoblt thlttwttt be able to tICCepf wtw he hisdoneaoo-move on WitJriJiy nre;-
Sincerely-
~.\d.A0.J4 ~~ RECEIVED 
AudraShipp jUN 1 a 2009 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
BONORABLB CBBR% COPSBY JULy 2, 2009 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
COURT MINUTES 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-2008-2450 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
RUSSELL G. JONES, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
~==~~~------------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Terry Ratliff 
Public Defender 
CD No. D15-09 9:00 to 9:03 
9:00 a.m. Call of case. 
Counsel for State 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for SENTENCING, defendant present, in custody, 
bond set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
Statement made by Mr. Ratliff requesting one last continuance. 
Response made by Ms. Schindele. She advises that the State has no 
objection to the last continuance. 
The Court set this matter for SENTENCING on July 16, 2009 at 9:00 
O'clock a.m. 
The defendant remained in the custody of the sheriff. 
9:03 a.m. End. 
MARSA PLUMMER 
Clerk of the District Court 
COURT MINUTES - JULy 2, 2009 
Page - 1 
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Reporter: D. Cromwell 
Clerk: K. Johnson 
Reporter's Est. 3 pages 
". . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
CBBRI COPSBY JULy 16, 2009 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
} 
} 
} 
} 
) 
) 
) 
} 
} 
} 
Case No. CR-200S-2450 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
~==~====-----------------) APPEARANCES: 
Kristina Schindele 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Terry Ratliff 
Public Defender 
CD No. D1S-09 9:29 to 10:05 
9:29 a.m. Call of case. 
Counsel for State 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for SENTENCING, defendant present, in custody, 
bond set in the amount of $100,000.00. 
The Court reviews the file. 
No legal cause shown. 
All parties have received the materials and have had adequate time 
to review. 
Ms. Schindele states corrections. 
The Court advises counsel to prepare 
portion in the presentence report. 
Mr. RatLiff statescorrectiona~--
COURT MINUTES - JULy 16, 2009 
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an order striking that 
Counsel advise that there is no restitution due in this case. 
Ms. Schindele advises that the psychosexual evaluation was left in 
the Court's discretion for reimbursement to the county. 
Mr. Ratliff advises that he received 2 copies of the presentence 
report. 
Mr. Ratliff advises that they agree to reimburse the county for 
the evaluation. 
The Court will leave that open until the State has received the 
amount due for the evaluation. 
Ms. Schindele advises that the victim will not address the court 
but will stand on the victim's statement. 
No testimony or statements. 
Argument made by Ms. Schindele. 
Ms. Schindele's recommendations: 
That the Court impose sentence on Count I an underlying sentence 
of 25 years with 10 years fixed and 15 years indeterminate and on 
Count II a similar sentence. That the defendant not pay a fine 
but $5,000.00 to the victim plus standard court costs. 
Argument made by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff's recommendations: 
The defendant is requesting probation. That the defendant be 
sentenced to incarceration for a period of 5 years with 2 years 
fixed and 3 years indeterminate on each count and participate in 
the Therapeutic Community and cognitive based programs. 
Statement made by the defendant. 
The Court advises that it will not place the defendant on 
probation in this case. 
The Court will impose the underlying sentence on Count I for 25 
years incarceration with 5 years fixed and 20 years indeterminate 
and on Count II an underlying sentence of 25 years incarceration 
with 5 years fixed and 20 years indeterminate. The Court remanded 
the defendant into the custody of the sheriff. The Court advises 
that any bond will be exonerated. The sentence will run 
concurrent with the Canyon County case. The defendant will 
provide a DNA sample..-~- right thumb- prin~r HIV~ blood--te8t~1 and~ 
COURT MINUTES - JULy 16, 2009 
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register as a sex offender for the remainder of this life. The 
defendant will pay standard court costs. The Court will not order 
public defender reimbursement or restitution in this case. The 
defendant will pay $5,000.00 pursuant to I.C. 19-5307. The 
defendant is to have no contact with the victim during the period 
of the entire sentence. 
The Court advises the defendant of his right to appeal. 
The defendant understands his right to appeal. 
Copies of the materials returned to the Court. 
10:05 a.m. End. 
MARSA PLUMMER 
Clerk of the District Court 
~~15 .. -' ...... . 
COURT MINUTES - JULy 16, 2009 
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Reporter: K. Madsen 
Clerk: K. Johnson 
Reporter's Est. 35 pages 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRI~! I~ r 
CLER f 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF EL~ 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
DOB: 
SSN
Defendant. 
Case No.CR-2008-24S0 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
AND COMMITMENT 
Mill: /0 
WHEREAS, on this 16th day of July, 2009; this being the time fixed by the Court for 
pronouncing sentence upon the Defendant, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting 
Attorney, or her deputy, the Defendant, and Terry Ratliff, counsel for the Defendant, in court 
The Defendant was duly informed of the Information filed, and the Defendant having been 
found guilty plea on April 24, 2009, to the crime(s) of RAPE, committed on or about May 22, 2009 
and May 28, 2009. 
The Defendant, and Defendant's counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 
reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the Defendant, and if 
the Defendant, or Defendant's counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf of the Defendant, or to 
present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; and the Court, having accepted 
such statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why judgment and sentence should not 
26 JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - JULY 16,2009 
CASE NO. CR-2008-2450 I 
14B 
1 
be pronounced against the Defendant at this time; does render its judgment of conviction as follows, 
2 to-wit: 
3 That, whereas, the Defendant having been found guilty in this Court to the crimes of RAPE; 
4 IT IS TImREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Defendant, is 
S guilty of the crimes of RAPE and that the Defendant be sentenced to the Idaho State Board of 
6 Correction, under the Unified Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, on Count I for an aggregate term 
7 
of twenty-five (25) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of five (5) 
8 
years, followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to exceed twenty (20) years, on 
9 
10 
Count II for an aggregate term of twenty-five (25) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period 
11 of confinement of five (5) years, followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to 
12 exceed twenty (20) years, said terms to commence immediately and to run concurrently with Count I 
13 and to run concurrent with the defendant's Canyon County case. The Defendant is to receive credit 
14 for 412 days previously served. 
IS IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code Section 31-320IA(b), the 
16 
Defendant shall pay court costs in the amount of$17.50; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the 
17 
amount of $10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-4502; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of $10.00 
18 
19 
pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201B; ISTARS technology fee in the amount of$10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-
20 3201(5); $50.00 reimbursement, per count, to the Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to I.C. § 72-
21 1025; $3.00 for the Peace Officer Temporary Disability Fund pursuant to I.C. § 72-1105; $10.00 
22 domestic violence fee, $5,000.00 to the victim pursuant to I.C. § 19-5307; 
23 Pursuant to I.C. § 67-3004(6), as a condition of this sentence, if the Defendant has not been 
24 
previously fingerprinted in conjunction with this crime, the Defendant shall be fingerprinted by the 
2S 
26 JUDGMENT 0' CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - JULY 16,1009 
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II. 
· , 
1 
Elmore County Sheriff's Department even if he is placed on probation within five (5) days of this 
2 sentence. 
3 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall provide a DNA sample, a HIV 
4 blood test and right thumbprint to the Department of Correction. The Defendant shall also 
5 comply with the sexual offender registration requirements pmsuant to Chapter 83 and Chapter 
6 84, Title 18, Idaho Code. 
7 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall provide a DNA sample to the 
8 
Department of Correction pmsuant to I.C. § 19-5501. 
9 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall have no contact with the victim Audra 
10 
11 Shipp for the period of the entire sentence. 
12 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
13 Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the Defendant. 
14 NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
15 YOU, RUSSELL G. JONES, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have the right to appeal 
16 
this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days 
17 
of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
18 
19 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, you 
20 have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
21 counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should consult 
22 your present lawyer . 
.k.. 
23 Dated this I c.... day of July, 2009. 
24 
25 
26 JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - JULY 16,2009 
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I, Marsa Plwnmer, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by 
2 United States Mail, one copy of the: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT as 
3 notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes 
4 addressed as follows: 
5 
6 ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
7 INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
8 ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
9 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
10 CENTRAL RECORDS 
11 1299 N ORCHARD SUITE 110 BOISE, ID 83706 
12 MAILED 
13 ELMORE COUNTY JAIL 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 Date~lli \~ 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - JULy 16, 2009 
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CLERK OF T 
IN THE.DISTRICf COURT OF THE FOURTII IUDICIAL DIS1:IJIIi(JP 0 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
VI. 
RUSSEll.. O. lONES. 
-OOB: 
SS
ant. 
Case No.CR-2008-24S0 
CORRECTED 
JUOOMBNT OF CONVICI10N . 
AND COMMITMENT 
13 WHEREAS, on this 16th day of July. 2009; this being the time fixed by the Court for 
14 pronouncing sentence upon the Def~t. the Cowt noted the presence of the Prosecutinl 
IS 
Attorney, or her dqluty, the Defendant. and Terry RatJiff, counsel for the Defendant, in court. 
16 
The Defendant was duly informed of the Information filed, and the Defendant having been 
17 
18 
found guilty plea on April 24. 2009. to the crimes of RAPE (two counts). committed on or about 
19 May 22, 2009 and May 28. 2009. 
20 The Defendant, and Defendant's counsel. were _ asked if they had any legal cause or 
21 reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the Defendant. and if 
23 present any information to the Cowt in mitigation of punishment; and the Cowt, having accepted 
such statements, and havinl found no legal cause or reason why judgment and sentence should not 
~c-
~ 
~/ 07/22/,20'09 08: 35 FU 208287 FOURTH DISTRICT 
... ELMORE CO CLERK Iii 002/004 .,. 
.: 
1 
be pronounced against the Defendant at this time; docs render its judgment of conviction as follows, 
2 to-wit: 
3 That, whereas, the Defendant having been found guiJty in this Court to the crimea of RAPE; 
4 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADIUOOED. AND DECREED that the Defendan~ is 
, guilty of the crimes of RAPE and that the Defendant be sentenced to the Idaho State Board of 
6 Correction. under the Unified Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, on Count I for an aggregate term 
7 
of twenty-five (25) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of five (S) 
8 
years, followed by a subsegpent indetenninate period of custody not to exceed twenty (20) years, on 
9 
10 Count n for an aggregate term of twenty-five (2S) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period 
11 of confinement of five (S) years. followed by a subseguent indeterminate period of custody not to 
12 exceed twenty (20) years, said terms to commence immediately and to run concurrently with Count I 
13 and to run concun'Cnt with the defendant's Canyon County case. The Defendant is to receive credit 
14 for 412 days previously served. 
l' IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code Section 31-3201A(b), the 
16 
Defendant shall pay court costs in the amount of $17.S0; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the 
17 
18 
amount of $10.00 purBuant to I.C. § 31-4S02; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of $10.00 
19 pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201B; ISTARS technology fee in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to I.C. t 31-
20 3201(S); $50.00 reimbursement, per coun~ to the Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to I.C. t 72-
21 l02S; S3.00 for the Peace Officer Temporary DisabiJity Fund pursuant to I.C. I 72-1105; $10.00 
27 C:IODieStic VloretiCeree. SJ,OO([OO to the Vicum puiiiWiftoI.(;. (19':'5301;--
23 Pursuant to I.C. § 67-3004(6), as a condition of this sentence, if the Defendant has not been 
U 
previously fingerprinted in conjunction with this crime, the Defendant shall be fingerprinted by the 
26 JUDGMENT OJ' CQNVlCTlON AND COMMITMENT - JULY 16, lOO9 
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1 
Elmore County Sheriff's Department even if he is placed on probation within five (.5) days of this 
2 sentence. 
3 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall provide a DNA sample. a HIV 
.. blood test and right thumbprint to the Department of ColTCCtion. The Defendant shall also 
5 comply with the sexual offender registration requirements pursuant to Chapter 83 and Chapter 
6 84. Title 18. Idaho Code. 
7 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall provide a DNA sample to the 
8 
Department ofConection pursuant to I.C. t 19-5S01. 
9 
10 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall have no contact with the victim Audra 
11 Shipp for the period of the entire sentence. 
12 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
13 Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the Defendant. 
14 NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, RUSSELL G. JONES, ARE HEREBY NOTmED that you have the right to appeal 
16 
this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days 
17 
18 
of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
19 YOU ARE FURTHER NO'fD'IED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, you 
20 have the right to 'apply for leave to appeal in fonna pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
21 counsel at public expense. H you have questions concerning your right to appeal. you should consult 
21 your pri:sCiit lawyer: . 
..;. 
23 Dated this ... day of July. 2009. 
~.~.ii.; -
Cheri C. Copsey, District JU 
26 JUDGMENT OJ' CONVIcnON AND COMMITMENT - JULy 16, ~ 
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I. Mana PIU11l.IDC1'. the undersigned authority. do horcby certify that I have mailed, by 
1 
2 United Statel Mail, one copy of the: JUDOMENI Of CONYICDON AND COMMlTMBNT 81 
3 notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.CR. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes 
4 addressed as follows: 
6 ELMORE COUNI'Y PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
7 INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
I m..MORE COUNTY PUBliC DEPENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
9 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
10 CENTRAL RECORDS 
11 1299 N ORCHARD SUITE. 110 BOISE, ID 83706 
12 MAB...ED 
13 BLMORE COUNTY JAIL 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
26 JUDGMENT or CONVICTION AND COM.Ml1'MENT - JULy 1"." 
CASE NO. CR-lGOI-:u50 4 1 5 S 
TERRY S. RATLIFJ.i' 
RAn.mrLAWOmCES,CHfD. 
290 South Second East Street 
MOWltain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
I.S. B. No. 3598 
Attorney for Appellant 
r:rflED 
, ... : liCG 18 PH 'f: 23 
c~lJ4~ ~~9:T 
",£Pu,"" ~':r----
IN THJJ: DISTRICf COURT OJ' THJJ: POURm JUDICIAL DISTRICf OJ' THE 
STATE OJI' IDAHO IN AND POR THE COUNTY OJ' ELMORlt 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent, 
vs. 
RUSSELL O. JONES, 
Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2008-2450 
NOTICE OJ' APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS ATTORNEYS, 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE; LAWRENCE O. WASDEN ATTORNEY OENERAL, 
STATEHOUSE, BOISE, IDAHO 83720; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I. The above-named Appellant, RUSSELL O. JONES, appeals against the above named 
Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from that certain Judgment, Sentence, and Order of 
Commitment entered on July 16, 2009, and that certain corrected Judgment of Conviction and 
Commitment filed July 22, 2009, by the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge, presiding. 
2-. 1'1Ja the party- has-~ a- right tc:t appeal let thct Idaho- Supteme Court, atKt the DectstOlf 
described in paragraph 1 above is applicable for an Appeal order Wlder and pursuant to 
Rule 11(cXI), I.A.R. 
NOTICE OJ' APPEAL-I 156 
.... 
3. Issues on Appeal: 
.. Whether the Diatrict Court abued HI cHIcredoa ia 1m ....... the sea .... 
fUed hereia. 
4. The Pre-Sentence Investigation Report is routinely sealed by the Court, and II req ...... 
herein. 
5. (a) Is reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporters 
standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R: 
1. Jury Tr1a11'nuIIcrIpt of April 23, 2009; Reporter N. Oms"" approL 482 
paaeII 
2. PreIImIa...,. Heartac 1'nuIIcrIpt of Jaa...,. 23, 2009; Reporter N. Omabeq, 
approL 45 papa. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R 
a. AD briefs of the AppeIIaat that were lodged with the Court duriJaa the 
p.".....u..p ia the Diatrict Court 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) (I}_That either the reporter of the clerk of the district court or 
administrative agency has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the 
transcript. 
(2).1L That the appellant is exempt from payina the estimated transcript fee 
because this is a criminal appeal. The Appellant is also indigent. 
(c) (I}_That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record 
has been paid. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 157 
(2)_That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because this is a criminal appeal. The Defendant is 
also indigent 
(d) (I}_That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2).JL That appellant is exempt ftom paying the appellate filing fee because 
this is a criminal appeal. The Appellant is also indigent 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. (And the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho 
Code.) 
7Jf 
DATED this JZ day of August, 2009. 
KATLIn' LAW OFl'lCES, CHm. 
c< ~ ~ BY4R~ 
.RATL 
Attorney for A 
NOTICE Oil APPEAL - 3 158 
~ . II 
CEBTD'ICATE or SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this 12-i1iy of August, 2009, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing NOTICE or APPEAL to: 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney Oeneral 
AtteatJoa: C ..... m •• DivfsJoa 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-00 10 
Molly J. Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3380 Americana Terrace, Ste 360 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Nicole Omsberg 
Court Reporter 
Elmore County Courthouse 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Steve Kenyon 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 State St. 
POBox 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
NOTICE 01' APPEAL· .. 
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
--
.A-U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
--
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Expreu 
Certified Mail 
~U.S.Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
--
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail x.. U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
--
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
--:--::--
-¥-U.S. Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
~U.S.Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
159 
TERRY S. RATLD'J 
RATLIFJI' LAW OFFICES, CBTD. 
290 South 2nd East Street 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Idaho State Bar No.: 3598 
Attorney for Defendant! Appellant 
r:'llEl) 
, 'Ir~ 
, .. ) rLv 18 PM 4: 23 
IN THE DISTRICf COURT OJ' THE WURTH JUDICIAL DlSTRICI' OJ THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OJ' ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CR-2008-2450 
MonON FOR APPOINTMENT 
OJ'STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEJi'ENDER 
COMES NOW the Defendant, RUSSELL G. JONES, by and through his attorney, Terry 
S. Ratliff of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court for its Order pursuant to 
Idaho Code §19-867, et seq, and Rule 13 (b). (12) and (19) appointing the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent the above-named Defendant-Appellant in all further appellate 
proceedings and allowing trial counsel for Defendant to withdraw as counsel of record. 
This motion is brought on the ground and for the reason that the Defendant-Appellant is 
currently being represented by this Counsel and Office, as Public Defender in and for the County 
Defendant-Appellant in all felony appellate proceedings. 
MOTION POR APPOIN"I'MENT OJ' STATE APPELLATE PUBUC DERNDD - Pap 1 
amr 
160 
• 
Further, it is in the interest of justice for that Office to represent the Defendant-Appellant 
in this case since the Defendant-Appellant is indigent, and any further proceedings in this case 
will be at the appellate level. 
DATED this /71jy of August, 2009. 
RATLIn' LAW OFFICES, CRI'D. 
CUTD'ICAD or SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this /~Of August, 2009, served a copy of 
the within and foregoing MOTION:FOR APPO~ 01' STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEJ'ENDER to: 
Molly J. Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
By: Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail A u.s. Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
By: Hand Delivery 
Federal Express 
~U.S.Mail 
_~ __ Facsimile Transmission 
MOTION FOR APPOIN'I'MENT OJ' STATE APnU..ATE PUBLIC DEnNDER - Pap Z 
amr 
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2082114517 
09 18:58 FAI 20828 
TDIlY .. RA1UJ'I' 
ti11.D'l'LAW 0I'JIcu, CHrD. 
290 80mb 2'" BaIt Street 
MouDlaiD Home, J4Ibo 83647 
Telepbaaec (201) 587-0900 
PlCIbnilo: (201) 587-6940 
S. Number: 3598 
EUfORE CO CLERK IlJOOll002 
04:27:57 p.m. 01-11-2001 ." 
. . 
IN TID DI8T1IICr COUllT 01' 'I'Im I01)RI8 JtJDICIAL DJ8TIUcr 01' TID 
STAB 01' mABo,lN AfQ) lfOR TD COtJNTY 01' ELMOU 
STATBOFIDAHO 
VI. 
RUSSELL O. JONES, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
C&Io No.: CR-2001-2450 
ODEll lOR APfOIN'J'MI:NT 
01' RAft APPELLATE PmlUC 
DBnNDI!R 
The Court bav.ina reviewed the Dofendmt's Moticm for AppoiDtmellt of State AppoUate 
Public DoftDJor IDd Defoadaat-Appeilalt beiDa iDdipat, aDd aood CIUIe appeariDa; 
IT IS HBR.BBY ORDERED Tbat MoUy J. HUIkey of the 8 .. ', A.ppoIl8tII PubJio 
DeCeader'. 0ftIce iI henby eppoiDted • eo.m.I for tho DIhMfent aad Terry S. RatIiC ofRatUff 
Lawotficoa, Odd. iI beNby witbdaawa • COUDIOI ofnlCOld. 
,.. 
DATED thiI If -day of Auaut. 2009. 
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9 18:58 FAX 2082877 FOURTH D I STR I CT COURT EUIORE CO CLERK rtII 0021002 
04:21:52 p.m. 01-11-2001 
ClBTD1C4D or "WCI 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on tbis~cIay of Aupst, 2009, serwcl a copy of the 
witbia IUd foteaoina ORDER to: 
KriIdaa Schindele 
Elmore County PIoIecutfna Attorney 
190 Souch Fourth East 
P.O. Box 607 
MountalnHome, lD 83647 
Terry S. RatIift' 
Ratli1fLaw Oftice, Chtd. 
290 South Secoad East 
MO\D1Wn Home. D> 83647 
Molly 1. HUIkGy 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3627 Lab H8rbor Ln. 
BoiIe..lD 83703 
By: £HInd Delivery 
_ FedenJ ExpNss 
_ CortiIod Mail 
_ U.S.Mt.iI 
_ Faciaimne Tl1IDIIJIillSion 
. . 
.L HInd Delivery 
_ Pecknl P.xpraI 
Certi1led Mail 
U.S. Mail 
FlCIimile Tl'8DSIIUaion 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ FIdenl E1qnIs 
_ CerdfIed Mail 
~U.s.Mail 
Facsimile T,..,.,ission 
~T 
ORDER POR. APPOINTMBNT OF STAT! APPBU..ATB PUBUC DEPENDBtl· 2 
... 
163 
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l1li • 
MOllY J. HUSKEY 
State ADoeilate Public Defender 
State of Idaho 
I.S.B .• 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief. ADl:lelIate Unit 
I.S.B. '!B67 . 
3647 lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
11,'\ l\iL.Liij-.£R 
CLER~ Of~ COURT 
',EPUTY ~.JL-.; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAl DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ELMORE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2008-2450 
S.C. DOCKET NO. 36841 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT. STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATIORNEYS, KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ELMORE COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, P.O. BOX 607J., 190 S. 4TH E., MOUNTAIN HOME. 10, 83647-
0607, AND THE CLERK OF THt::. ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeal. against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment, Sentence, and 
Order of Commitment entered in the above-entitted action on the 18" day of July, 
2009, and the Corrected Judgment of Conviction and Commitment entered in the 
above-entitled action on the 22nd day of July, 2009, the Honorable Cheri C. 
Copsey, presiding. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Paae 1 164 
~002 
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11(c)(1-10). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shaH 
not prevent the appellant from a8Ml1ing other iuues on appeal. Ialare: 
<a) Did the district court err in imposing an exC888ive sentence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed Is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Repone". Tranacrlpl The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reportar'. aland.rd tranacrlpt as defined in I.A.R. 25(e). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript 
wltbQut C1uplicating any tranlgiP1S included in the TranlCript fileci March 2. 200&: 
(a) Preliminary Hearing held on January 23, 2009 (Court Reporter: 
Nicole Omsberg, estimation of 45 pages); 
(b) Pf!!trial Conference held on ADdl 16. 200& (CQurt RepQr:ter: Kim 
Madten. esJiDatioo of age Dages); 
(e) Jury Trial hekt April 23-24, 2009, to Include the voir dire, opening 
statementa, closing arguments, jury instruction conferences, 
reading of the jury Instructions, any hearings regarding questions 
from U. jury- during defibefations.- retum of tt. V8Rfict. and- any 
polling of the jurors (Court Reporter: Nicole Omsberg, estimation of 
402 pages); 
165 
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&) 
(d) Sentencing Hearing held on July 2. 2009 (Court Reoorter: Pian. 
cromwetl. estimation of 3 paget}; and 
(e) S(Wteocing Hearing held on July 18. 2009 (Court Reporter: Kim 
Madsen. estimation of 35 oages). 
6. Clerk'. Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk', record 
pursuant to IAR. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
IA.B. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Transcript flied March 2. 2009; 
(b) NQtice of Intent to Produce 4Q4(b) Evidence and Memorandum of 
points and AutborItiu in Support Th,reof filtd ADrill O. 2009; 
(c) Witneg Lilt and Jury Instructions filed APril 20. 2009; 
(d) All propoHd and given jury instruction. including. but not limittd to, 
the Jyry Instructions tiled April 27. 2009; 
(e) Hottt of Filing Victim Impact Statement filed Jyne 30. 2009; and 
(f) Any txhibita. including but not limited to letters or ylctlm Implct 
statements. addendums to the PSI or oth" item. offertd at 
gntengng hearing. 
7. I certify: 
<a) That • copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
_ the Court Rep()rters. Nicole Omsberg. Diane Cromwell, and Kim 
Madsen; 
166 
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(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code §§ 31-3220. 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e»; 
(e) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. §§ 31-3220. 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8»; 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Elmore County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript. as the client 
Is Indigent, Idaho Code §§ 31-3220. 31-3220A, tA.R. 24(e); 
(e> That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED thil11t day of October, 2009. 
u.i'Antf·er 
AUF=NDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 1 6 7 
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CERTIFICATE Of MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIfY that I have this 11t day of October, 2009, caused a 
true and comact copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed In the United States mail. postage prepaid, addressed to: 
TERRY S RATLIFF 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES 
290S 2ND E 
MOUNTAIN HOME 10 83647 3021 
NICOLE OMSBERG 
COURT REPORTER 
200 WEST FRONT STREET 
BOISE 10 83702 
DIANNE CROMWELL 
COURT REPORTER 
200 WEST FRONT STREET 
BOISE 10 83702" .' 
KIM MADSEN 
COURT REPORTER 
ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
200 W FRONT STREET 
BOISE 10 83702 
KRISTINA M SCHINOELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
PO BOX 607 
190 S4TH E 
MOUNTAIN HOME 10 836470607 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL /' 
CRIMINAL DMSION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE 10 83720 0010 
Hand delivered to Attomey General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
Administrative Assistant 
MJH/TMFlhrt 
AUCtdnCn tdnTI~1= nl=' APPI=AL _ Paoli 5 168 
liD 008 
1 TO: 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
Case No. 
STATE 
vs. 
JONES 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on November 24, 2009, I 
10 lodged an appeal transcript of 33 pages in length for 
the above-referenced appeal with the District Court 
11 Clerk of the County of Elmore in the 4th Judicial 
District. 
12 
This transcript contains hearings held on. 
13 ... July 16, 2009 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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Ada County Courthouse 
200 west Front street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 287-7583 
1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. Supreme Court 
Case No. 36841-2009 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
EXHIBITS 
Defendant/Appellant. 
-----------------------------) 
) 
) 
I, MARSA PLUMMER, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits which were offered 
or admitted into evidence during the trial in this case: 
PRELIMINARY HEARING-JANUARY 23, 2009 
STATE'S EXHIBITS: 
No. 1 Affidavit of Medical Records 
Custodian Admitted 
JURY TRIAL-APRIL 23-24, 2009 
STATE'S EXHIBITS: 
No. 1 Copy of Text Messages 
No. 2 Audio Cassette 
No. 3 Drawing of Residence 
No. 4 Audra Shipp Statement 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - Page 1 
170 
Admitted 
Admitted 
Admitted 
Not Admitted 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS: 
No. A Letter dated Sept. 12 Not Admitted 
No. B Letter dated Dec. 30 Not Admitted 
No. C State Lab Results Admitted 
No. D Report dated June 5 Not Admitted 
No. E Report of Robert Chaney Not Admitted 
AND I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following will be submitted as 
exhibits to this Record: 
Presentence Report (Confidential Exhibit) 
Transcript of Preliminary Hearing of Jan. 23, 2009 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my 
affixed the seal of the said Court this day of 
2010. 
MARSA PLUMMER 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court 
Case No. 36841-2009 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, MARSA PLUMMER, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete record of the pleadings and documents requested by 
Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in 
the above entitled cause, see Clerk's Certificate of Exhibits, 
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with 
the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this day of ~fHit~"V, 2010. 
MARSA PLUMMER 
Clerk of the District Court 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
RUSSELL G. JONES, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court 
Case No. 36841-2009 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, MARSA PLUMMER, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, 
by United States Mail, one copy of the REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and 
CLERK'S RECORD to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as 
follows: 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Statehouse Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 
Molly Huskey 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
I have hereunto set Jnlhhand and affixed 
Jf{f;:(~ the seal of the said Court this day of , 2010. 
MARSA PLUMMER 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,.,., 
